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THE ANTHRACITE SITUATION
Intro duct ion
Scope
In this thesis, 1 shall try to give a survey
of the anthracite coal situation as it is found m
the United States. After describing the coinpetition
that the antnracite people are facing today witn the
use of fuel oil, gas, and electricity for heating
purposes, 1 shall retrace my steps m order to lay a
foundation "by explaminp- tne origin, foruiation, and
location of t.ie coal fields. Tnen 1 shall take up
particular proble.as m the antnracite industry. For
the producer, efficient iiiining end the use of txie
small sizes of coal,.whicn were formerly waste pro-
ducts, is a matter of great importance. Taxation
and tiie cost of trf-nsportat lun are of interest to
all those who are effected by tnem. The labor prob-
lems, however, are becoiuing larger and laore prominent
each day. Under tnem, I shall consider the life of
the miners, and the union through which they acquired
strength. Tracing tne labor troubles in the past, I
shall then take up the present needs. The standard
of living, closely intertwined with wages, has been,
and still is the question most open to controversy.
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3
strikes "between 1920-1924. In 1920 the average iuargin
for the operators was fifty- six cents and in 1921 it
rose to eighty-five cents. This was due to the
4
fact that the prices of coal were raised considerably
and that the public were beginning to use the steajui
sizes. Tne average uiargin in 1921 was twice as high
as the pre-war average margin of thirty-seven cents.
During the five iiionths strike of 1922, the operators
lost money heavily, but when they resumed work, the
margin rose to |1.15, tne highest point on record in
the ten years. In 1923 the margin was |;l.l8, three
Ztimes the pre-war average. This increase was due to
the higher market prices of the domestic sizes of
anthracite coal and also to tne higher deiriand for
steam sizes. Altnough the average margin increased,
the purchasing power of money decreased; the cost of
production also increased at the same rate as prices,
80 that the profit of the operators remained practi-
cally the same as during the pre-war period. To be
sure, some of the oj)erators under econoiiia-cal and
1. Report of the United States coal COimaission p. 71*
2. ibid p. 73'
3. Find cause . duration , and effect on pp. 51*5'^
4. The raajgin of profit was influenced oy the strike
of I92O which raised the miner's wae-es 17^. ajidthe strijce of 1923 which raiswd the" wages io%.The operators therefore had a good pretence to
raise tne price of coal^ and increase their margin
of profit.
€C
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kay peace "be pssured m the future? Yes, wnen coop-
eration and g-ood-will are fostered in tne industry,
1 have found many books and articles written
on this subject, I was fortunate in having the oppor-
tunity to be present at tne Anthracite Home Heating
Educational Exposition given by the different coal
companies of Pennsylvania at Mechanics Hall, Boston,
Massachusetts on Lu.arch 30» Ti^ere, I interview-
ed the representatives of different companies >
^r, David Doughton of Scranton; 'i^. R, E. Reese of
the Hudson Coal C07i\pany; Mr. Spencer P. Howell, Mr.
J. W. Webbs, Mr. A. A. Munsch, all of tne United
States Bureau of Mines. 1 am sincerely grateful to
these men for their information, cooperation 8ihd
goo d-will
.
The competition that the antnracite people are facing
Effects of 1920-1924 period of strikes.- To
treat underst andingly the competition as it exists
today
,
we need to recall the process that led to tne
present situation. The outstanding factor was the

The Economy
Duplex Blower
A practical, economical blowerfor domestic
coal burning, which can be'^used on hot
air, steam, vapor or hot water boilers.
ICoWz>5l
Safety Val
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efficient management make very large margins vmile others
make very low ones, in 1923, some of tne operators were
making eighty-six to nmty-tnree cents while others were
1
making much less. The "burden of higher wages was shifted
2
over on to the consumers in tne increased prices w]rale
the operators continued to make large profits.
Bituminous coal in the house .- The economic pro'b-
lem of the consuiiier of selecting fuel for domestic heat-
ing is dependent upon a number of factors weighing each
against each. Tne consumer desires fuel which is cheap
as well as efficient. The bituminous operators are try-
ing to meet ^.lis de.^iand by introducing into tne market
such heaters s tne Turner "F" Retort heater which is
designed to burn pea antnracite, semi-bi tummous, and
4
soiae bituifiinous coal. The Coppus Furnace will satisfac-
torily burn buckwheat coal, soft coal, or fifty-fifty
mixture of both, whetner heating with steaiii, hot water,
or hot air. The Economy Duplex Blower,, when attached
to a furnace, creates an artificial draft so that large
coal, or small coal, or soft coal can equally be used.
1. Raushenbush, ^ vH. , Tne Anthracite (question . p. 133»
p. The World Almanac 1929, p.337«
4. Picture on preceding page.., with the description
of the type of blower used with it.
7f
C
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Eituiiiinous coa.1 is softer coal than anthracite
coal. The Sfjecific gravity of "bituminous coal is
1.25, that of antiiracite coal is I./* Eitu.uinous
coal is divided into grades according to its uses*
Some grades are used for forging and for making coke
and gases. A ton of gooS bituminous coal will give
about 10,000 cubic feet of the gas that we use in
our gas ranges. Antixracite coal is unxforiu m
structure, fre? froi^ volat He gases,- and remarkably
dense and hard. it kindles slowly but ov/ing to the
high percentage of fixed carbon, burns without s-xoke
and with intense heat. its chief use is for house-
hold purposes. It is ulqts expensive than bituminous
coal. it IS cleaner, and iiiore efficient than bitumin-
ous coal. Bituminous coal burns with, a long yellow-
ish flajiie and gives off a suffocatiar odor.
The chief heat -pro cue ing element m coal is
fixed-carbon, that is carbon that changes into
heat directly. Kew laexico anti.rBCite nas 88.8 per
cent fixed-carbon, Lehigh, Pennsylvania antiiracite
has 80.0 per cent, bituminous has 5S«3 per cent fixed-
carbon, on tx.e wnole anthracite is considered to
be efficient for heating purpose, but it is mucn
more expensive than bituuiinous coal.
1. Americana 192^. p. 144.
2. ii(ioore,E. S., Coal. p. 87*
c

cA
The anthracite operators are also trying to
meet the situation with new furnaces which will burn
both the domestic sizes and tLe smaller sizes of an-
2
thracite. The Electric Furnace-Man is designed to
burn both buckAvneat and rice, the smallest sizes of
anthracite coal. Since both soft eoal and the small-
er sizes of anthracite can be used m xtiany of tne new
heaters, competition is becoming keener every day.
Anthracite coal, " being the nearest to l^ew
England, is very important there, but is a Itixury on
the Great Lakes and in tne west, because there is so
1
much bituminous at hand in Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois.
Oil Heating .- Another question facing the
anthracite coal industry today is the use of oil for
heating purposes. The competition between the oil
dealers and the antnracite coal dealers is becoiaing
keener every year. It has been found, since its
first use in 1903* that oil is much more convenient
to use than hard coal. It has a riiore uniform temper-
ature, does not require tne service of a furnace man,
and keeps the cellar clean and spacious. It is econom-
ical in that it aoes not contain waste material
^
1. Smith, R. J., Industrial and Commercial
Geography. p.408.
2. Expanation on p.'/* Picture preceding p.7»


(c
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the heater J
"but must be very often cleaned of tiie accuiuulste' oerbon.
Its delivery is prompt, and clean in that it does not
dsmage tne property in any way, ana above all today it
is a little cheaper than anthracite coal. "110 gallons
of oil is equivalent to one ton of hard coal wnen the
boiler is especially designed or adapted to oil burn-
1 2
ing." The E.T.U. of a pound of hard coal is 12,000,
of a gallon of oil is 14,400, and tnat of a cubic foot
of coal gas is 025» Of course, we cannot compare tnem
directly because they are measured differently; yet
oil appears to have more of the B.T»U. of heat than
4
the others. Today o J-1 is nine cents a gallon.
Some writers think that tne supply of fuel oil
is lijnited. The United States Coal Commission of 1922
says, "Tne substitute fuels, gas and oil, deservedly
popular as they are, iiiust be regarded as of passing
interest compared with coal. The world has not enough
oil to burn under either stationary or locomotive
boilers, nor even in household heaters for any period
3
beyond the present time of surplus production".
1. The Handbook of Domestic oil Burning, p. 123.
2. Tne British Thermal Unit of heat is the amount
of heat required to raise one pound of water one degree
Fahrenheit
»
3. The heport of the United States Coal Commission
1922. p277.
4. The Heating and Ventilating jaagazine, uay 1929»p58«
The price of bituminous |4.oo, of anthracite |l4,
of gas $.50 per 1000 cu. ft. Keating efficiency of
oil and gas 7b per cent, of anthracite 65, of
bitunanous bO.

Installed through the side of the furnace, leaving the fire doors undisturbed,making
it one hundred percent reliable, in the event ofany interruption to the power supply.

The use of oil heaters is reducing the market
for t^e antnracits coal uiore and more every year. The
anthracite operators are finding new kinds of furnaces
which are run eutoaiat ically. The Electric Furnace-Iian
has just been put into the market. The housewife sets
the theriiiostat up stairs at tne temperature she desires.
When the temperature goes down, a small fan "begins to
turn^ and supply as much air as is necessary to ensure
more efficient combustion. The hopper supplies the
needed amount of coal, and the ashes are shaJken down
on a screw conveyer wMch carries tnem to a dust-proof
ash can. It needs tending only once a day, and then
only to fill tne hopper witn more coalJ lioreover the
cheap pea and buckwheat sizes of coal can be efficiently
usea m txiis furnace, m this way and other ways, the
anthracite operators are trying to keep up witn the
tiiiies.
Mr. John, L. Lewis, president of the United
Mine Workers of America, says that the competition
between hard coal and fuel oil is greatly exaggerated
by t'-''^ coal operators in order to have an excuse for n
not raising tne wagei. "In all of the advertisements
The El ectri c-?urnace-;uan, u]riio, Pique:
1. Pamphlets, stove and Range Company. 1929
.
2» Lewis, J» L., Anthracite Controversy i9^i?» P»25-
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for usinf fuel oil throup-h out the country, the Stand-
ard Oil Company has never turned its refineries or
machine companies to the use of fuel oil, "but continues
to "burn coal. Wny?. Because coal is the cheapest fuel the
Standard Oil Company can turn. They don't "burn oil.
They sell it to the people who believe it is "better
1
than antnracite fuel." I think i^r. Lewis is right
in that so far coal is the cnea.pest fuel, and that the
people who are more interested m saving money rather
than saving their energy will use coal until the price
of oil makes it mre profitable for them to use fuel
oil. i;evertheless, there are many people today who
ere willing to pay a higher price for fuel so as to
concerve on tneir time. Although it is advertized
,
"All things considered and making due allowance for
the added convenience and comfort. Gas is little, if
2
any more expensive today than any other fuel." one
of the officials of tue Boston Consolidated Gas Company
Department of heating said that gas heating costs
twice as much as coal. The gas heaters are not com-
peting directly with hard coal."
1. Lewis, J. L., The Anthracite Controversy L925»P»25»
2. Pampidet.
(
^iutomu^ Gas Heating lioston Jiomes^
RALPH E. THOMPSON
428 WARREN STREET
BROOKL1NE
August 1. 1928.
Boston Consolidated Gas Company
100 Arlington Street
Boston, Mass.
Gentlemen:
My experience with gas heating during
the past winter is more satisfactory than I
had let myself believe could be possible.
If I were forced to go without luxuries,
the last luxury I would give up would be my
gas water heating system.
I never knew what heating comfort was
before, and I wish to compliment you and
your organization on the most perfect serv-
ice I have received from v
Gas House Heater
€
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(Tas heatingr»- Gas hepting lili^ oil heatiner has all
the advantpfres of cleanliness, uniforuiity of heat, and
freedOiU from the irksome)r esponsibilities of coal heating.
Gas has an advantage over oil for heating in that there
is no need of ordering gas because it is steadily suppliea
"by the company tnrough pipe lines as is already done for
other purposes. The only objecti*. . to gas
heating is its expense. " Within the last three years,
more than one hundred tnousand gas furnaces have "been
installed in the United States, and there are approxi-
1
mately 750 sucn installations in Greater Boston." This
shows that the anthracite dealers are gradually losing
1 s
the trade of the wealthy classes. This quite important
"because tne well-to-de-class requires more coal than the
middle class people. On the whole,, the competition
"between the gas heaters and hard coal heaters is not as
keen as the competition "between the oil heaters and
anthracite heaters. Gas heating seems to "be quite effi-
cient "because the Utaii Gas and Coke Company was a"ble to
heat coi^ifortably the 8oO,000 cubic feet of space of the
largest tent in which the int ermountain Automobile Show
was held in February, 1929* They had only thirty Eo . 200
Estate f^as-fired heatrolas set at twenty-five feet intei"2^
vals. This is a pracital illustration of the case of
1. PampJTilet ForYour hoiiie Modern Automatic heat.p2.
2. American Gas Journal Kay, 1929* P»4-3»
Eoth of these pamphlets are published by the
Boston Consolidated Gas Conipany.
i
The Joy of an O^en Fire
!
&MaterGM> HEATROIA
Heats 3 to S rooms by circulating, moist warm air
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gps for nesting. Electricity, on tne other hend, is
not used to her^t large areas. They are convenient
for occasional heating in a small room, but to heat
the entire house or any consideraole part with electri-
city would result in an exortitent fuel "bill.
Survey of the anthracite industry
Location
United States is fortunate in hsving a large
supply of anthracite coal, "but this is considerably
less than the amount of bituuiinous coal. The figures
for unijaned coal m metric tons for 1929 are estimated
to be Id, 000, 000, 000 tons of anthracite as compai^ed
with 3, 53b, 000, 000, 000 tons of bitutainous coal.
The states having anthracite cosl are Pennsyl-
vania, Rhode Island, New i/Iexico, and Colorado. Eastern
Pennsylvania is tne most important anthracite coa.l
region, although it covers less than five hundred
squere miles. "The region is usually divided into
the !Torthern, Eastern-middle, Southern and Western-
middle fields, and these fields contain the following
1. The World Almanac 1929. p. 34-0.
I
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districts. The Northern includes Carbondale, Scranton,
Pittston, Wilkes-Barre, Plymouth, Kinp-ston and Kanti-
coke, these making up the Wyoixiing trade region. The
East ern-ird ddle field incluae the Green Mountain, Black
Creek districts, Hazleton, Eeaver Keadow, and Pajtither
Creek districts, these maJfing up the Lehigh trade re-
gion. The Southern field includes the East Schyulkill,
West Schuylkill, Lorderry and Lykens Valley districts,
while the ^^estern-rnddle field embraces the local
districts of East ilahanoy, '^Test isiaiianoy and Snanokin.
The last two fields are comprised in the Scnuylkill
1
trade region."
The antnracite coal in Rhode Island is not
mined except in times of shortage. It has been so
highly compressed that some of the coal has turned
into graphite which does not burn. "The proportion
of fixed carbon is so high compared with the volatile
matter thpt combustion will not take place in some of
2
the coal." There is also much waste in ashf hence it
is not of value. Hew Lilexico contains quite a number
of ccpI fields but most of the anthracite coal is
found in the Los uerillos field m Santa Fe County.
^
1. iiioore, E. S. Coal. p.3o3-364.
2. ibid. 370.
3. Ibid. 387.

Nature had been making ready
for millions of years. Great forestshad grown and been leveled.
Marshes filled with decaying vege-
tation to depths from 100 to 8,000
feet had covered the eastern part of
what is now Pennsylvania.
Lids of Rock and Dirt
Time after time, as the centuries
rolled around, great glaciers moved
down from the northland to cover
these marshes with lids of rock and
dirt. On top of these coverings,
after the ice retreated, other forests
grew, decayed, and again the gla-
ciers came down to cover them.
,
'-^
. Four-teen layers were thus made in east-
ern America.
ol he vegetation in the PennTvl
o 1 .
seedier pressure ovf^ra longer time than was coal in^
When
the
Pennsylvania
Hills
Were Made
other fields, anthracite became themost refined of fuels.
From tbe Hearts of the HiUs
Today the mountains are beingturned inside out. The seams ofanthracne which were left flat,tilted or on end are being followed
the depths of the PeLsylvania
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Colorado produces ti^e largest ajuount of coal west of
the Mississippi River. Ant iir^ cite coal along witia
bitUiOinous, is iiowever, found m only two fields, the
Uinta Easin and the Yampa field. These sections often
have seams containing botn bituuiinous and antnracite
1
coal of different grades.
formation of coal
When vegetation deca3'"S un the surface of the
earth, it deco-uposes into the eleiaents of which.it is
constituted. Tne volatile gases lepve tixe decf^yed
substance, only txie asn co^aposea of silica, alHiuina,
ana iron oxiae r eiiiai n xng • 'nen vegetation n-ps oeen
covered witii earth, oxygen c-nnot reach it. Thus
coal is the unoxidized reruains of trees, plants, and
leaves that have been compressed "by the earth above
and below for thousands of years.
The great coal-forming age in IJorth A^nerica
2
and Europe is called the Carboniferous Age. llo work-
able fields occur m tne Pre-Carbonif erous format -^on.
!For millions of years, nature has been growing great
1. iiiioore, E. S», Coal. p. 388.
2. Americana 1929. p.l45»
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forests far more rich and luxuriant than the tropics
of today, ^any of these forests have been sunk in
marshes varying from one hundred to thousands of feet
in depth.
Different layers of vegetable substance, rock
and dirt have been compressed in the earth. in time
these formed seaius of coal, in the eastern part of
Pennsylvania as many as fourteen layers have been
1
found.
The different kinds of coal are formed through
the varying amounts of pressure, heat, and length of
years, anthracite coal, which is the haraest kind of
coal, requires the greatest proportion of tnese
forces, and it is of interest to note that tiie best
grade of anthracite coal is found in Pennsylvania.
fixed
The valuable property of coal is found in the^^
1. Americana. 1929. p.l4i?.
i
•14-
carbon, the heat -pro ducing unit, /.side froxn tnis,
coal conteins cifierent percentages of water which
must evaporate before tne cokI burns, ash which will
not burn, hydrocarbon ge.ses which escape before tne
coal burns, and suipnur whicn is undesiraole.
In comparing wood with coal, one ton of anthra-
cite coal will equal to two and one half tons of dry
wood in Its heating value. Although heavier, coal is
conveniently stored, easily handled, and remains the
same in quality. It gives steady he?^t, requires little
attention, and is altogether very efficient. On the
other hand
,
wood is very bulimy, is hara to handle,
scatters dirt, and requires constant attention.
In comparing coal with peat, a cosl seam one
foot thick is equal to what was once fifty feet of
peat in tne marsnes many years before. There is peat
m New England today, but it maJkes such a smoky, dirty
fire that it is not used m this country. In the long
run, anthracite coal is tne practical fuel to use.
1. Archbald, H., The Pour Hour Day in Coal., p. 8.
i
ANTHRACITE GOAL IN PICTURES
Where the Anthracite coal seams are not level but are folded
into pitching seams, it is frequently necessary to drive haulage
tunnels and roadways through the solid rock between the seams.
Here is such a rock tunnel with an electric locomotive manned
by a motorman and "runner," on its way through.
About 15% of all the men at Anthracite mines are employed
in the maintenance of equipment and hauling cars loaded with
coal from the face of the seam to the breaker and the return of
the empty cars to the working places.
Note the intricate method of timbering necessary in the pitch-
ing seam which is being mined above the tunnel.
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Anthracite coal is uniform in structure
,
free
fro.ii volatile gases, and remarka"ble dense and hara.
It kindles slowly, but owing to the iiigh percentage of
fixed carbon, burns vatnout siiioke and with entense neat •
Its chief use is for household purposes, althougn tne
smaller sizes compete with the bituiiiinous coal for the
purposes of generating hept.
Process of mining
A mine may be reached through a tunnel or a
shaft. " A tunnel is typically open at both ends out
the term is oiten appliea to an opening driven nori-
zontally or nearly so across the measure A shaft
is a vertical mine opening driven from the surface. "
It is placed wnere it will be convenient to the largest
portion of the mine. "A shaft may be timbered, brick-
ed, concreted or lined with metal The laws
of most states require at least two separate openings
to all coal mnes so that in case of accident men may
have a means of escape." Some .uines have three or
more because it makes work easier. The Ko om-and-Pillar
methoa "consists in working out rooms, chajiibers or
1. i^ioore, E. S., Coal. p.2uo-7»

ANTHRACITE GOAL IN PICTURES
600 feet below the surface is this tunnel at the foot of the
main shaft of the mine.
Because the rock here was made up of many thin layers, it
continually broke loose and fell, so that in time the roof was some
30 feet above the track level for about 500 feet.
The walls and roof were braced with timbers, whole trees, and
even steel rails, but the rock kept falling and finally to avoid a big
fall and preserve the mine, it was necessary to fill the entire place
with concrete (except the haulage tunnel) as fast as the loose rock
could be removed and before more rock fell.
This $150,000. job is the kind of work frequently required far
underground to keep the mines open and producing coal for the
homes.
c
Dreasts, in tne seaixis, leaving portions ol tiie coal
between tnese rooiiis in tne ioriu of puiars to support
ti-e roof." Tne portion o+' the seaia -".vhich is to "be
niined is first split up into a. nuhilDer of sections ty
driving i^as sages or g<'..n£Y/c;.yb, as they are called in
the p.nthr.-^cite uiine, frou the 'outtcLi of tiie sJ.r-.ft,
They are made as straight as possilDle to prevent in-
terference '.vitl'j. frit currents --nd to maJce hauling
easier. From the luain entries, cress entries c-re nifC'e
u&Uflly at right angles. If possible, tiiey are sloped
downward to allovr fur drainage into the main entries
ajid to hi'eke haulage easier to the shaft.
The rooms are openings in the sesjii from the
cross entries and are separated by pillars. When a
room is begun, a narrow ox^ening, or neclc, if first
iiiade with pillars of coal un each side for support.
If the room is to be large, the neck is made long to
allow enough support to stcind the continuous heulaf^e
baclr and forth. The room itself is wide ei.ough for
trr^cks on one side end wf^ste rock on the other. "The
width of the room wij3 depend on sbc}.. factors as the
1. Moore, E. S., Goal. p. 26?

ANTHRACITE GOAL IN PICTURES
While Anthracite coal is generally reached and brought to the
surface through vertical shafts, frequently portions of the seams
approach the surface and then different methods are required,
as illustrated.
On the right is a fairly level tunnel, with an upward tendency,
which is therefore called a "drift". Electric locomotives operate
in "drifts".
On the left is an opening running downward and therefore
called a "slope" and as usual it is so steep that rope haulage is
necessary.
This outcrop shows better than an underground picture, the
nature of the rock lying between the seams of Anthracite coal.
Here again, very extensive timbering is observed.
One Anthracite coal breaker frequently prepares the coal pro-
duced at several openings, either shafts, slopes or drifts, and when
practicable, this coal is brought to the breaker over surface tracks.
Here is a narrow-gauge train of fifty mine cars of coal, just
as it is dug and loaded, being taken to the breaker for preparation.
To secure heavier loading, the big lumps are placed along the
sides and ends of each car with the smaller coal in the center.
About 700 steam locomotives are engaged in this surface haul-
age of coal and supplies.
The men are through for the day.
ANTHRACITE GOAL IN PICTURES
A breaker and its surrounding works cover so much ground,
that one picture does not do it justice.
Our West End breaker is on the side of a valley. The coal
reaches the top in mine cars and comes by gravity down through
the various stages of crushing, sizing, cleaning and washing into
the pockets for loading into railroad cars, being screened again as
it is loaded.
On either side of the breaker are some of the "mountains" of
slate and bone cleaned from the coal during the last seventy years.
The straight lines shown are steam lines, rock conveyors and
mine car tracks.
This mine is now operated on central station electricity, but
for many years produced its own power and used for its fuel only
refuse and breakage that was separated from the coal on its way
through the breaker.
ANTHRACITE GOAL IN PICTURES
The heart of the Anthracite breaker is the bank of screens
which automatically separate the coal into the various market sizes.
A screen is a long trough with a bottom of metal plates full of
round holes of the same size. Being set at a slight incline and
vibrating back and forth 150 times a minute forces the coal to roll
along slowly and causes the smaller pieces to drop through tlie
holes to the next smaller screen located below and vibrating in
unison.
At the end of the screen each size passes into its own set of
machines for further separation from impurities before it goes to
the car loading pocket.
The picture also shows how the coal is sprayed with plenty of
water so as to cleanse and brighten it while being sized.
An enormous amount of water is used in a breaker for no other
purpose than to improve the looks of the coal ^which has nothing
whatever to do with its burning qualities.)
I
I
ANTHRACITE GOAL IN PICTURES
Here is the COAL, before it is mined and just as the tremen-
dous forces of Nature made it.
Seamed and scarred and apparently full of cracks and fissures,
it is actually very dense, solid and brilliant.
In the Northern coal field, this is the bottom seam of coal,
about 12 feet thick here, hundreds of feet below the surface and
underlying 176 square miles.
In the foreground is a pillar of solid coal left to support the
roof until after other mining is finished. Then this pillar will also
be mined out and the roof allowed to fall.
ANTHRACITE GOAL IN PICTURES
Loading Anthracite coal at the face.
The car has been set on rails run up to the working place
—
held by a sprag in one of the front wheels—and loaded.
The miner and his laborer both appear, together with the tools
they use—a compressed air "jack-hammer," picks, shovels and
long drill.
The drill bores the holes for the explosives that blow down the
coal. About 170,000 pounds of explosives are used daily in the
Anthracite mines.
Note particularly the size and number of the props used for
roof support in this small place.
The Anthracite mines use a half-billion board feet of round
timber and sawed lumber annually—approximately 3,800 acres of
[
forest—all the suitable timber from two hundred acres of forest 1
each working day.

r3
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^Yeight of overlyinp: strata, the character of the roof
and botton rnd the thickness of the seain. " Tiie pree-
cence of gas v;ill tend to snort en the lengtn of the
room, "The rooms are connected "by cut-triroughs, or
break-throughs to perriiit the circulation of air and
•the moveiuent of the work:iien, and in some cases a series
1
of them in line may serve as a haulage readV
There are two systems m longwall mining,
the advancing and tne retreating systems. "in the
former tne workings are advanced from the shaft pillar
toward the border of tne property and in the latter
the main entries are driven to tne border of the pro-
perty and tnen tne workings are earned back toward
the main snaft. The main features of the longwall
methoa are tne removal of practically all of tne coal
as the face advances and tne maintaining of a contin-
uous working face around the working. The waste rock
is used to fill up the space from wnich the coal has
been reuioved and the roadv;ays are maintained by pack-
2
walls on either side of tnem, made of Waste rock."
In this method little blasting is used because the
pressure of the roof breaks down the coal after it has
1. koore, E. S. pp. 271-273
2. Ibid. pp. 281-282.
€r
been undercuts Certain nio difi cat ions of this metnoc
1
are usea m tne antnracite regions of Pennsylvania*
In the process of mmino-, the miners encounter
many dangers. Tnere are tne hazards of falling of
rocks, leaJkage of poisonous gases, coal-dust explos-
ion, and floods. The United States Bureau of i^mes
is trying to elii^iinate xiiost of tnese dangers by fina-
ing "better :iietnods of "blasting, "better kinds of iiiacxi-
inery, and ways of coping with the dangerous gases
found in the seaaas of tne coal.
Tne ease with wMch uaners are a Die to iiune
depends largely on the height of tne seaia, hardness
of tne coal, ana the a^uount of slate found m the seaiii.
A seajn of coal thirtjE inciies m heightis the suiallest
seaiii which can be profitably worked, ii^uch of the coal
in the United States is from three to four feet in
height. The most comfortable heignt to work m is six
feet. It IS not unusual to find tne coal seams eight,
twelve, or twenty feet m iieight, but it is unusu-^l to
find seams of sixty feet, often the seam of coal in
one regioii remains constant in neight. As a rule the
1. iviOore, E. S., Coal. p. 284.
€
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eea-^i'iS of coal are as irregular in their course as
the surface of the earth. A seam may crop out from
the side of a liioantain and then it may dip deep into
the earth for several thousands of feet and may never
come up again. The miners kave to follow the seam
wherever it goes. It may go under nouses, roads, for-
ests, or under large bodies of water. It is not an
uncoiinaon tiling for a house in a uiining district to
c av e in
.
After tne mine has been carefully inspected
by the "fire boss", tne adners go in to their section,
and cut out about six inciies of coal from the bottom
of the seam. Then they drill holes along the face of
the seam which they fill with blasting powder. Then
1
they go back to a safe distance. vhien tne coal is
blasted, they inspect the place for gases, test tne
roof, and timber it if necessary. Whe^ they feel
that everything is m goo a condition again, tney load
their cars. This loading takes about twenty minutes
on the average. In some mines mules are used to carry
out the coal, but the last est thing out is the Three
Hundred-Peet Belt Conveyor which extends from the face
as
to the shaft y and carries the coal just our esculators
revolve.
1. Pamphlet, Drilling and Blast mg in Some
Amerioan Goal .jiines by Theodore Marvin, Tilmington,
Delaware: Hercules Powder Company, p. 3.
e
A Mine Car of Lehigh Valley Coal
Before Preparation
138 Million Tons
IS THE WEIGHT OF ALL
COAL. REFUSE AND WATER
REMOVED FROM THE MINES
ANNUALLY.
13 Million Tons
ACTUALLY GO TO THE
BREAKERS FOR SIZING AND
REMOVAL OF IMPURITIES.
6 Million Tons
REPRESENTS THE QUANTITY
OF ALL SIZES OF LEHIGH
VALLEY COAL SHIPPED TO
MARKET ANNUALLY.
4,700,000 Tons
IS THE AMOUNT OF LEHIGH
VALLEY COAL CONSUMED IN
THE HOME ANNUALLY.
r
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"There ere two xaain obj ects m view m "breaking
and sepr^rsting anturscite, one "being that of getting
it into uniform sizes so that it will readily "burn
in a grate and the other thet of cleaning the coal by
washing out the small particles of Jiineral uiatter and
by re-ioving the larger fragments of slate by hand or
with mechanical separators The methods of
preparation may be grouped under three classes, as
follows: (1) Dry preparation, used for lump coal which
comes from tne mine dry and wiiich resdily separates
from the waste rock; (2) Combination of dry and wet
preparation employed wheri txie run-of-xuine contains a
high percentage of impurities, pernaps up to 5b P®^
cent, but also considerable lump coal whicn can be
handled as m (1); (3) Wet preparation, when the
run-of-iiune is high in impurities and is discolored
with iron or clay." '.Vlien the coal comes from tne
mine a sharker separates the lump from the smaller
matter. The 1uj$) goes on to the picking table wnere
the pieces of rock are re^iioved b- hand. The lumps
containing both rock and coal are separated at a spec-
ial table. Tne smaJLler material called the "mud- screen
product" is sent on to be treated by tx^e wet process.
"The cleajned luiup goes to a pocket for snipment as
luiup or to the rolls to be broken, depending upon the
demand of diffecent sizes."

BREAKERS
Jeddo-Highland Coal is mined by the most modern
methods, underground transportation being performed
by powerful electric locomotives. The coal is hauled
to the surface by steam and electric hoists.
Great care is exercised in the mining and, by close
supervision, slate and rock are left out of the mine
cars, thereby delivering very pure coal to the breakers
and lessening the labor above ground.
After the coal has been mechanically cleaned and
washed by jigs it passes down long open troughs
where it is closely inspected and cleaned by hand.
The men you see above are engaged in inspecting and
picking out any pieces of slate and rock that may
have passed by the jigs.
The coal is then run into the pockets from which
it is loaded into the cars.
Every car of coal is rigidly inspected by trained
men before it leaves the mines for market.
These men go over each car of coal, taking sam-
ples from different parts of the car. These samples
are screened and weighed; the refuse is picked out
and weighed. If the coal does not come within the
standard limits regarding size or if the refuse content
exceeds a certain per cent, the coal is condemned, the
car dumped and the coal run back through the
breaker.
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"With the incTeased efficiency of the cleaning
equipment in the iuodern breakers it is now possiole
to save 8 much larger percentage of the coal than
1
formerly and some of tne culm banks can be reworked*"
About a hundrea men work m one beeaker. Pdr this
reason, great care is taken to place safegauards
around the machinery especially arouna tne moving belts.
All the stairways that are even slightly dark are well
lighted and provided witn guard sails to prevent ac-
cidental falls. Granite is used, in building purposes
to prevent fires.
The wet laethod of cleaning coal is better than
the dry because it forms no dust, and reduces the dan-
danger of fire. The Lehigh Valley anthracite operators
advertise that tney use over four hundred and eignty
gallons of water for every ton of coal. Tne rock and
slate are heavier than coal, they sink down in the
water and may thus be easily disposed of. Practically
every particle of refuse is rex^ioved. Tne cnecking
3-nd inspecting of coal before it leaves tne colliery
2
is ver„ carefully done.
1. Aioore, E. S. Coal. pp. 300-301.
P. The preceding picture explains furtiier .
The standard limits of refuse content are for
broken 2^^., egg stove ]>i%, nut 4-^?,
buckwneat no. 1, 12^^ , no, 2, 1^%, no. 3, 1^%,
Report of tne Federal Trade Conmdssion on Anthracite
and Eitummous Coal. p. 120.
r
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PQ lice power
in the beginning of tne coel industry there
w.?s no government insxjectxon of tne sanitary condition
of tiie coel iiiines. in l8b9, the iJ-ners' organizations
in the anthracite fields of ti-.e United States procured
the passpp-e of the fir at act m tne country for tiie
1
state inspection of tne mines. Tne act was revised
and broadened at about 1901» Since tnen electrical
xriachmery has been introduced w/xich has added new
hazards to tlie industry. i«ev ertheless, the Bureau of
Laines has experimented #ith well-insulet ed machines
which, if properly used, are safe. There were in 1923
in the anti^racite regions, state inspectors of good ex-
perience. These were appointed permanently by
examinations. Tneir duty was to enforce the state
laws on anthracite mine safety. Tney tried to investigate
accidents, and attempted to prevent further occurrence
of the saaiie type of accident.
The inspectors cajanot exa^iiine the mines in detail
becF.use of ti.e wide territory covered by tne coal mines.
1. Report of tne United States Coal Comiuission
1922. p. 32.
e
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TJiere are acout lour x^undred antarecite iuines in oper-
1
ation, Soiue of theiu have on tne average .about thirty
/idles of under^?round gangways and passages, one of
the inspectors reported havinf^ travelled 1,^00 uiiles
while insrjecting underground. Some of tne operators
feel thr-<t they have lauch better conditions existing
in their mines than is r enquired "by tiie state law.
Tnerefore it is necessary to have better pieans of
safeguarding the health of all the xidners.
The United States Bureau of niiines has
the power only to investigate the conditions of tne
mineswith the periiiission of tn- operators. Their
recom..iendations are iua.de privatrly and conf identlyc
to the operators. Mr. A. A. i^Iunsch of the United
S-^ates Eureau of i«iines said that the Bureau he d the
right to find out the safest possible devices and
recoiuiuend them
1. U. S. Coal Comiuission 1922. p.o43.
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to tne operators, "but h- no power to enforce tueir
advice. The reason ti^eir advice is not followed i£
not always due to tJrie fact that tixe operators consiaar
it an expensive proposition, "but because the lesser
officials do not want to cnange tneir methods of
procedure, or iDecause the miners themselves object to
the slower, even tnough safer, metiiods of ..aning.
Particular problems of the industry
Efficient and econoxnical mining
There is a tremendous increase m tue number
effi cient and safe instruments r nd macninery intro-
duced in tx^e coal mines today. The United States
Bureau of Mines is continually on the look out for safe
and useful machinery for tne mines. Some of these can
do tne work on many men, and do xt better ajad quicker.
They are very expensive "but m the long run, they save
the company a great deaJ. of luoney, "The iiiodern breaker
of the Hudson Coal Company costs approximately
1
2,500»000. dollars. " "Electrification proiaotes econ-
o^::y at the Philadelpnia ana Reading Coal and Iron
uompony. The recent CTeneral Electric installations
1. CoaJ. ^.ge .aarch, 1^2^ • P»li5»

The typical Anthracite operation must ^^mine^^
ten tons of water to get one ton of coaL
Water pumping is one of
the big- problems in coal
mining. In the Anthracite
fields they "mine" 50,000
allons of water per sec-
ond, luiough water for
12,000 fire hose streams.
Ab)re water is ])umi)ed
from the mines than is
nsed for Philadelphia's
domestic consumi)tion.
Barrett, Haentjens (t Co.
is helping the coal com-
panies to carry on this
huge pumping job as ef-
ficiently and economically
)ossible.
The automatic pump-
ing uuit shown at the
left, originated by
Barrett, Haentjens, re-
duces pumping costs
by cutting down pay
roll expense. Just one
example of what this
company and the coal
companies are doing to
produce better coal at
less cost.
Thefinest ard rrost
modern pcjmping
eqciipnoent in the
Anthracite Field?*
30 Billion Gallons of
water are pcimped
annually from s-^Tg)
LtiKiy^H VALLEY NINES

are aidi»g in the cutting ol ccsts and eliuanation of
operating hazards of the Philaaeipnis and Reeding Coal
-IX
and iron Company." "The Three-Hundrea-Peet Belt Con-
veyer flits froiii room to room like iidning end loading
2
machines. It can carry eighty tons ol coal per hour."
There are many otner efiicient and econoiaical machines
advertised m the"Cosl Age'.'
For the safety of the miners, the foreman and
the "fire boss" must have state certificates because
they are responsible for the lives of the men m the
mines. They must understand all tne technical details
of the mine, and m the aaoition be able to read human
nature, for they have to solve the problems of the
iiiiners. The engineers, electricians, trackman, ^nd
the rest of the workers are all experts ±n tneir lines.
one of the expenses of the coal industry is
tae pumping of water from the mines. The hudson ^oai
Company writes, "Our Company pumps approximately ten
tons of water per ton of coal, or eighty to ninety
1. Coal /.ge. Volume 08. p.li^jd.
e
ANTHRACITE GOAL IN PICTURES
Anthracite coal in the mines is hard to dig, heavy to handle
and very heavy to haul.
Yet often the coal veins are so thin that the space between the
lower and upper rock is low. Consequently mine locomotives such
as pictured must be designed for heavy duty but with a very low
clearance.
Where trolley wires have been strung, the locomotive operates
from them, the pole being alongside the motorman.
Many places where coal- is mined are only temporary working
places, so trolley wires are not strung, but a cable from the flat
reel on top of the locoraotive is hooked on, thus giving power for the
mine cars.
The roof is good at this particular point and very little timber-
ing was required.
ANTHRACITE COAL IN PICTURES
Every so often we read of a flood in an Anthracite coal mine,
and knowing that a mine is fundamentally a hole in the ground, we
are not surprised.
This picture was taken just after the water had been pumped
out following twenty years of flood.
The mine car was loaded and ready to go when the water broke
in and had stood there ever since. Everything was inches deep in
the slime called "yellow boy", but the steel rails and the wooden
parts of the car were in good condition.
The coal was taken from the car, cleaned of the "yellow boy"
and burned and it was just as good in every respect and made just
as much heat as if it had been burned the day it was cut from the
vein.
Anthracite coal is one fuel which does not deteriorate in any
way by exposure to water or air for any length of time, and so long
as it is reasonably free of impurities the brightness or dullness of
its appearance is no indication of its burning qualities.
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million tons of water per year. However, m order to
teke care of the rainy season m tne Spring, it is
necessary to have a pumping capacity of 311,11^.200
tons per year. Expressed m anotner way, the puiups
of our company alone are sufiicient to furmish the
water supply of Eoston, \7orcester, ena Springfield,
Massachusetts; Albany, Schenectady, Utica, Syracuse
and Rochester, New York; having an excess 23,000,000
1
tons annually availaole for other purposes."
The coal operators tre trying to economize
in other ways to pay for all tne new nee as of tne
industry m tne lines of efticient and econoiaical
mining. The smaller sizes, which were formerly waste
products, are now "being solci at profit for use in tne
ne\7 furnaces especially constructed for them. The
culm is mixed with asphalt, or sometimes corn starch
forjijing a product called ambricoal or "briLiuets.
Briquets are used "by railroads and industrial concerns,
while tne little balls are sold for domestic use since
the larger sizes do not seem to burn as well. "The
following binders have proven satisfactory and are
available in many localities: aspiialt, water-gas tar
1. Pamphlet^ The Home is kade Warm and Bright
Tnrough tne Use of --Lackawanna Anthracite,
Pennsylvania; Lackawanna Anthracite Company, p. 2.
e
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pitch, end coal-tar pitcn. other substences wnich lui^ht
1
be used are starcn, sulpiiite ancL magnesial" Amhrx-
coal IS one of the latest developments of briquets.
It does not Siuoke as did briquets and prouiises to give
s;?ti sfactory service. In tue wpys uientionsed above,
the anthracite operators are trying to obtain econoiaical
and efficient aipciunftry
,
expert workers, and conserva-
tive uses of all coal uuned.
The Creating a market for the smaller sized coal
'Vlien the antiiracite coal is brougnt up froia tue
mine, it is emptied into the breaker, here it is crusii-
ed BXid sorted into tne various sizes found in the mark-
et such as:
Trade nrme o f sizes inches
lump 6
steauiboat 4i-
broken or grate 2t
egg 2
stove 1 3-8
chestnut |-
pea ^
buckwheat
-i
rice 1-8
barley 5"t>4-
The greatest demand is for the larger sizes coiiimonly
known as tne domestic. They are the sizes larger tn^n
pea. In the early days the coal froiu the pea size dovni
1. koore, S. E., Coal. p. 310.
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77V'S screened out and dumped with tne slate and rock*
In later years tiie increased de.us.nd for doxuestic sizes
has caused tiie pea size to "be included and all of tiie
1
sizes to be made smaller. These sizes include 70 per
cent of tne coal produced v/nich must comv)ete with tne
2
bitumnous coal prices. Tne steaiu sizes pre used for
steam heating m industria.1 power plants, and are
recently beinpr used m furnaces constructed especially
3
for small size coal. Needless to say tne demand for
these IS Xiot only s^^ller m comparison witi; the
demand for otiier sizes, but also tney must be sold
at low prices to compete with the bituaiinous coal
which is the principal fuel for tnese uses. To
find a market for the steam, sizes is tne (greatest
problem for tne producers. In tne past it had been
sold even below cost price for it was not wanted Dy
tne wholesaler or by tne ratailer, who could not
find a aarket for tnem, Por tiiis reason tne operators
especiallgr m time of a crisis, cor^ipelled tne luiddle
man to take a certain proportion of the smaller sizes,
or they would not sell idm tne desired domestic sizes.
Sometimes tne proportion was as high as one car of the
steam sizes with one car of the doiuestic sizes. The
1. iioore, E. S., p. 30.
2. Rausnenbusn, H. S., The Antnracite question, p. 13
2
3» See Tnesis p. 4.
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prices charged for the domestic sizes cover the loss
on the steam sizes.
Attempts are "being now ;uade to sell tiie steam
sizes"by puttinp- furnaces on the market requiring their
use, and also by mixing the finest coyl and culm mth
binders foriiung luxups called a.uToricoal or aiubri quets.
This new fuel is efficient and clean. It was objected
to at first because of tne smoke, but tiiis fault has
been corrected. Tnrough exper imentBt ion it is growing
better each day. The next step will be to get it used
by means of wide ^advertizing for its cheapness and
good quality.
Ta:x:at ion
The State of Pennsylvania levies a sales tax on
every ton of anthracite coal making about ,^7,000,000
a yeai. This taja is levied according to the percentage
of f.o.b. iiiine price, and hence falls on tne marginal
high-cost producer, and also on the consuiuer in tne
form of Mgher prices. This is an undesirable tax
because tne State of Pennsylvania profits wmle the
consumers of tne other- states pay the tax in the form
1. Report of the United States Goal Com. p. 268
fc
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of high coal prices. There was a great deal of objection
to it# i found in tne Coal Age of the ixionth of April 1^29
"The State House of Representatives at ha rr i sbur Penn-
sylvajiia, on April 1 passed tne Jones Bill repealing the
ajfithracite tonnage tax. The "^ote was IbO to lb and
it was taJcen without detate or any statenient by its
sponsor or otner uiejiihers. The t&x has been t:cxn^±i,k.
into trie State Treasury ^12,500»000 during; each biennium,
The United States Coal Coianiission of 1922
studied tne Federal taxes for tne years between 191?
and 1921 and found that the Federal taxes for the
period were luore lenient on tne lOw-profit operators
than on the high-profit operators. "The ranf'-e being
fro ill two cents a ton on nondiv idend-paying company
1
to tv/enty-eignt cents on txxs .aost profitable coiapanies. "
1. Beport of tne United St&tes Coal Coixi-^ission
1922. p.2ob.
€
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Transportation
Seven ot the Isr^est coal compfinies of Penn-
sylvania are either 0A,vned or controlled fey the anth-
racite railroads. They control between 75 P®^' cent and
80 per cent-of all tue antiira.cite coal rained. Tney
also control 90 per cent of the future supply of coal.l
These railroads connected witn tne coal companies are;
Coal CoiupanyRailroad
Delaware, Lackawanna &
West ern
Delaware and Hudson
Leiiigh Valley
Reading Company
Erie
Kew York, Ontario and
Western
Leiiigh and New England
Central Railroad of
New Jersey
Glen Alden Coal Co.
Hudson Coal Co.
Coxe Brothers Co.
Lehigh Valley Goal Co.
Philadelphia and Heading
Coal and Iron Co.
Hillside Coal and Iron Co.
Scrajiton Coal Co.
Lehigh Coal Navigation Co.
Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre
Co al Co
.
About 70 PJS^ cent of the tonnage tnese rail-
roads carry is coal. Tney yre extremely prosperous.
In 1919 they earned an average of 13 per cent on tneir
capital stock, and in 192O tixey earned an average of
lo per cent , wiiile the stea-ai railroads were earning
Six and one third per cent in 1919 ^^'^ six and one
2
half per cent in I920.
1. Haushenbush, h. S., Ti^e Anthracite truest ion. p. 8,
2. Ibid. p. 11.
r
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Tne freight rates vary greatly ac^ordmp- to the
kind of coal, and distance. The railroad coiapanies
carry their own coal much cheaper then tue coal of tixe
indejjendent coal coinpcrnies. Tne fraipht rates are
higher for doiaestic sizes than for the steam sizes.
In fact, soiue of the independent anti^racite oper'-tors
object "because the railroads carry soft co-1 tue saiiie
distajQce as anthracite coal* for eighty -five cents less.
The freight rate to Boston fro-i Wilkes-Barre was ^i;4.1o,
1
and to St. Louis ^'10
-OS* Tiiis sho-.-vShow expensive it is
to ship coal by railroad. Transportation by water is
much cheaper, "Eefore the '.Yorld War, iiiillions of tons
of coal were carried from tne soutiiern shores of Lakie
Erie to the upper lakes at a frei*?-ht-rat e of thirty
2
cents per ton." in 1923 one iaillion seven hundred
tons of anthracite coal was carried westward. The
lake draw traffic because they are affording cheap
tcansjjortation. Where railroads are m competing
lines witn steamers, tney must lower tneir rates m
order to secure trade.
1. Lours &. Earnings in Anthracite and Bituminous
Coal Mining, p. 41.
2. Smith, H., Industrial and Com^.^ercial Geography
p.732. ^- It). 7 million tons of bituminous and
^
1.7 tons of antriracite coal were carried on tue
-rest Lakes. Same page.
c
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English
English
Welsh
Irish
German
Lithuanisn
Polish
Ruthen i an
Slovalc
Italian
Labor pxo"ble-ui8
Nationalities of Miners .- It is interesting to
trace through the years beginning witn 1845 to quite
recently the change in percentage of the different
nationalities who have worked in our anthracite uiines.
The following table will show us what people used to
work in the coal mines and those who are working tnere
now.
Percentage coming into the coal mining districts
1845-1809 1870-1879 1880-1890 1890-1^99 1900-1908
29.4
24.5
42.8
15.0
.1
....
....
2.0
b.2
20.5
18.3
27.5
2.0
.9
1.0
3o.i
38.8
28.4
30.0
19.0
18.0
lo.o
17*6
7-0
7.0
b.l
41.1
20.0
35.0
24.0
21.0
35.4
11.0
22.3
4.1
6.4
7.5
44.0
52.0
b2.0
47.0
80.0
We find that when the anthracite industry first
began in the United States, the rough and ready Irish
constituted the majority of the miners. "Of the immi-
grants coming to the United States between the years
1840-1860 the two largest groups were the Germans and
the Irish. The Gerxuans for tne most part settled in
the Middle West .notably Wisconsin. The Irish on
2
-.e other hand preferred the cities."
1. Collective Bargaining in the Ahtnracite District
<
p. 317.
2. Harlow, Growth of the United States, p. 385*
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Mr John Yitz Patrick gives a vivid picture m
his book, "T/.e WJriite Slaves of iuionopoli es
"
, of tue way
the operators sent ::ien to '"ales, Scotland, ana England
to tell tx^e hard pressed people there about tue won-
derful workino; conditions of tne mining districts of
Aiiierica, and even provided che^p transportation to ti^e
United States iiiining- regions. In this way tney brought
a great laany luud grants into tue iiiininr districts to
'1
work for tiiein cheaply.
In tne next period, we find a considerable
reduction in the nuinber of English coming into the
anthracite region. In fact it is quite strange how
the percentage of the English increased m the later
years. Perhaps tJriis :.iay be explained by the fact
that the English are adventurous people, wnc roaia
about until tney find the kind of work that is liiost
suited to them. The Irisn at first were willing to
do any kind of work, but they preferred tne executive
types of work. As soon as tney were given opportuni-
ties, they went into the police department, tne fire
depgrtment, and local government work. The percent—
1. Harlow, R. V., The Growth of the United States,
p. 385.
2. :^itz parti ck, Jorin, Tne Thite Slaves of monopolies
1884. p. 79.
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ages of Lithuanian, Polish, Rutnenian, Slovak, and
Italian steadily increased. The government in most
of these countries was neither powerful nor stabi-
lized; econoxaiG resources and opportunities for ad-
vancement in the sociaJ. as well as in the econoiuic
status were few and far between. These men were
strong and husky, and physically able to do the hard
work of the mines. At first, they did not understand
English and were forced to do any kind of work that
was offered to them. The unions found it difficult
to educate the rapidly increasing nugibers of foreigners
to the value of unions in preventing exploitation axid
in organizing tnei^i into new groups wMch would have
understanding and power.
The census of 192Q showed tuat fifty-seven
percent or 77*765 of all tne workers in the anthracite
region were of foreign birth, 69,645 were native-born,
forty-six were native-born colored. Of tne foreign
born, eighteen percent came from Poland, ten percent
from Russia, six percent from Italy, five and seven
tenths percent from Austria, and five percent from the
1
British lies. The percentages of these at this time
1. Report of the United States Coal Coirimi ssion 1922.
p. 10.
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were less than what they were before 19q8 "because of
the restrictive iiimiigration laws whicn limited the
nu-iiber of people coudng froui different countries. Uf
all the foreign-born, ninety-eight and nine tentiis per-
cent can read and write wMle in Great Pritam only
ninety-five and four tenths percent can read and write,
and in other countries only sixty-four end seven tenths
1
percent of the ndners can read and write* Over two-
thirds of the forei,<?n-born inine workers own their own
2
homes in the antiiracite regions, xvioreover, they axe
trying to send tneir children to school in order that
they may be able to do soiaetiiing other than working in
the iiiines for livelihood.
Unionization and its iaethods *- The exploita-
tion of the miners was so oppressive in the early
years of tne industry that the miners were quickly
driven to resist the operaters by uniting. Unions ex-
isted in the antxiracite regions as early as 184-8, but
they were neither unified nor stable, in 1887-I888,
there was a serious strike for about three months
under the leadersnip of the Knights of Labo^. TMs
1. Report of the United States Coal CoiOiiii ssion 1922.
. p. 11.
2. Ibid. p. 552.
3» The labor organization of U. S.^ started m
lB69, harlow, V. R.,r:rov/tii of ti.e U. S. p.oOO.
Also in Paulkner, American Sconouac history, 1924.
p.590» The United ^me TorkerS urganization includes
tne workers of Vinds of miners in tne United
. States ani-'Ganeds.
€
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strike was unsuccessful due to lack of unity. During
the next ten years, tne niiners laade feeble efforts at
the organization* At the same tiixie, the United mine
Workers of AJdierica, a union which had been quite
successful in the bituruinous fields, started to or-
ganize the iiiiners of tne anthracite fields. Ey 1900,
this union had about 80OO meiiibers and felt strong
enough to go on a strike for higher wages and oetter
working condition. They were pleasantly surprised
when 100,000 workers joined them. This strike lasted
from September 17, 1900 to October 29, 190O. As a re-
sult, the union secured an increase in the ininers*
wages, and adjustiiient of some of their grievances.
In May 1902, it callea another strike which
lasted for five months, but this time tne operators
refused to give the^ii a new wage raise* Finally Pres-
ident Roosevelt appointed tne Anthracite Coal Commis-
sion awarded the following txiree points to the strikers:
(1) a ten percent wage increase, and tne shortening of
the ten hour day to a nine hour day with payment by
the hour for extra time. (2) The coiOi^iission reported
favorably on the union. This fact aided m tne com-
plete recognition of the union about 19<)9» (3) The
1. Discussed fully on p. 40.
2. pp. 98-100. Report of the U. S. Goal Commission, 1922.
f
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coiiiiriission slso set up "better liiachmery for tne ad--
justment of disputes. This constituted a board of
concili ation.
"Tiie maciiinery of adjustment to-day
is the saiue as that of 1912. It works as follows:
An employee who can not settle a grievance witix tne
foreman reports it to tne mine comiuittee. The com-
mittee then either on its own initiative or after
reporting it to the local union meeting end receiving
instructions, takes up the grievance witn tne foreman,
ajad, failing to settle it with or through riim, to the
superintendent and on up to the company officials
who iiave the final authority to settle for the com-
pany. At aiiy stage of the proceedings after tne com-
mittee takes up the case the district officers of tne
union may te called in by the local. If no adjust-
ment is reached with tne company officials, the case
may be reported to the conciliation board. This
board consists of three representatives of tne union
and three operators, one from each side being from
each of the three anthracite districts. The union re-
presentatives have always been the three district pres-
idents, and tne operators the presidents of tnree of
the large companies. When a case is reported to tne
conciliation board, it is tne duty of the two members
from tne district m which it arises to ad^iust it if
thev can- otherwise tne case is heard full Doard,
each side Intro aucmg its witnesses and presenting
any evidence it washes. If the majority of tne board
agrees, they render a decision which is final. If
they can not arree, the transcript of the evidence,
together witn written briefs on both sides, is sent to
the umpire who renders a decision on the basis of tne
facts submitted or calls for more evidence which may
involve a new hearing. His decision is final." 1
2
The local union nas its own corps ollicers,
and a mine or grievance com;iiittee. The duty of this
conaaittee is to take up grievances witn tne compa ly
1. Report of the United States Coal Com.:assion 1922.
p. 98.
2. Of the United Mine "t^orkers of America., of District
one, seven, or nine, These are tne District numbers
of Pennsylvania United kine "yorHers of /Juerica.
The local districts belong to the large Districts,
which m turn belong to tne central organization.
It is fully explained on p. 40.
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officials. At tne periodic district conventions,
rules are msde for the district subject to tue limi-
tations of tiie international constitution. Each dis-
trict has its own president, secretary-treasurer, and
1
representatives elected "by the su"bdi stri ct s at large.
The president is ti.e clii ef adiiiini strstive officer.
The subdi strict is not an important unit in the anti.ra-
cite fields. The tri districts hold periodical con-
ferences to discuss matters of co^iLnon interest. Each
district sends deleg^^tes to the biennial convention
of the int ei-national . Both tne bituminous districts
as well PS the anthracite districts must accept tx.e
decisions of the international conciliation and umpire.
This board passed judgiaent on the grievances which
miners and foreman had been unable to settle satis-
factorily. Ko provision was made, however, for regu-
lating trouble before it was brougiit to tne boards
attention. In 1912, local iiiachinery was added which
practically took the place of the board. This second
agreement provided for a mine coimiiittee of not more
than three ei.iployees at each mine to ta.ke up tne dis-
putes of tne miners with tne company officials, and
also that iiie union's representative to tne concili-
1. Report of the United States Coal Comiaission 1922.
P- 99-
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ation "board should Toe allowed to ttieet witu the ioine
coiiLaitt ee and tixe oo.i^s.ny oflicials.
(the iiLriChine of sdjustiuent)
Tne three districts of ti^e United -ane Workers
of A'Uerica in tne anthracite uxine regions are District
I around tiie Wyoniin^ or the l^lorthern field, District 7
wixich IS tne Lehigh or ti^e Central field, and District V
which is the Sciiuylkill or Southern field, in these
three fields in 1923, the union had about 100,000 paid
1
luembers out of tne 100,000 iuenibership.
At the head of tne United r^line ''^orkers of
America is the international board with its headquarters
at Indianapolis. The country is divided into districts
where the adiiiinistrativ e work is cMefly done. These
divisions are again subdivided. The local unit, which
is the smallest of all, is liiaue up of all ti.ose
eligible for membership at the mines under its control.
Tne union is ordinarily a fighting or.^ranizat icn
but after it nas uiade an agrjeiuent, it is constructive
in triat it compels the members of the union to carry
1. Report of tne United States Coal-iiCoiiuuission 1922.
p. 98.
2. Ibid. p. 99.
f
out their agreeuent* The responsibility for seeing
tii3t agres^iient is fulfilled rests on tue district and
1
national officers.
The relationship, however, between tiie district
and tae local officers is not very close. In soiiie
districts, tiie district officers are seldom seen at
2
the local meeting. The local uiiion uiay call s strike
at any time for any reason witnout notxfymg tne
district officers. At one t line, a local strike was
3
called because a man for<?ot to wear xxi s union button.
Its absence ira]Dlied that he was a non-union man; ac-
cording to custom, the union iuiners refused to work
until he was eiti^er dismissed or brought his button in
proof of his membersiiip. Such irresponsibility in call-
ing a strike gives the union a bad nauie. Wnat tixe
union needs is constructive work. The union is a valu-
able organization because it alone lias tne faith of the
miners. If tiie unions teach their members xxigh ideals
and show tnem their responsibility to tne public and to
the union itself, in the future they will be able to
use their power wisely, and, instead of pursuing a des-
tructive policy, work constructively for tne welfare of
1. Report of tne United States Coal Goimaission 1922.
p. 125.
2. Ibid. p. 125.
3. Ibid. p. 12!?.
r
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their children and future miners.
Stajidard of living and w?g:es »- When one enters
the anthracite mining district of Shenandoah one 3«s a
"black country dominated the great "breakera whicji
rise r^bove trie towns. The strea^us are black with soot
and there are black jJiles of refuse pnd culm, and tne
men returning from work wear masks of coal and dust.
Trees have been cut dov/n for uiine tiaibers so t^at only
stumps and scrubby brush, saplings, or missnaped trees
are left. The earth raixed with tne slate and coal
dust is for tr^e most part bare, and tns few grrdens
which demonstrate tnat the ground can still ce cul-
tivated, emphasize tne general desolation. Through-
out the region, are fissures and cave-ins v;here tne
props in the mines have given way. The air is usually
filled with the sulphurous dust which blows from tne
culm banks and the coal dust which come from tiie
breakers and the coal cars. The noise of the coal as
it rushes down the breakers sjad of tne cnuggi ng of the
1
mine fsns and otner .machinery is almost incessant."
The nousing standards are generally lower in
mining towns than in industrial towns and cities. In
1. Child Labor and tne 7/elfare of Children in an
Anthracite Coal-.iLninr- District, Shenandoah, Pa.
-Washington: Dspartiaent of labor, GMld Bureau
Publication no. loD. 1^22. p. 2.
*
€
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1/18 Shien an do ah ves-ion .aost of tne houses ere owned
"by tixe coiapany; very few are cOTieu by tiie ei^iployes.
Tne reason the workers do not build tiieir own
houses is because tney &re not sure Xiow long tney
will have a job in that district, luoreover the
a
mining district is jaot spfe place to build iiouses
because there are tunnels evv^ry where that may cave
in at any time and take tixe house witn txiem. xn
the Snenandoah region a family woke one iiiornin.o- to
find that tne ground under txie house and tne dining
room had di saijp eared takinp- with it all tne furniture
1
and the coal tnat was stored under it. Under
ordinary cxrcu.^stances, tixe average company house
contains four rooms and is rented for six to eignt
dollars a iuontn. The rental rates are very low in
this section, on the wnole, because tne houses are
in such bad condition.
Mr 7/ebbs of tne United States Bureau of
1. Child labor and tne Welfare of Children
in an Anthracite region (Shenandoah, Pa.)
Washington: Cmldren's Bureau. P28.
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ijiines spid tnst tne condxtion m the anthracite
districts of tne United Stf?tes today ±s .uuch "better
than wnat it used to 'oe. in fact, the -standard of
living is imcn higher tiian xn tiie 'bituuiinous coal
districts. Tnere are no coxuijany-o'.vned stores m
i^ennsylvaiiia . Ti^e iiiiners receive more w^ges, and
have "better conditions of work, Tnis is due to tne
strong union m the antnracite region»
The miners -re sending tneir cnxldren
to high scifiool and even to collep-e m order that
tiiey may "be ahle to f "better oc.;upations tnan
what they tnems elves have, un the whole, the
miners of the entnracite district are prosperous
as compared to the miners of tne bitUiUinous districts,
'^hen a. ininer m the bituminous district is dismiss-
ed from his \'7ork, he must also r:at out of his nome
mthin one day, or fev/ days as specified on tne lease."^
The lease of tne company-owneo nomes m Logan
1. mr. Webbs of tne United States Eureau
of idines.
2. Report of tj.e United States Coal Co.n-.iissi on
of 1V22. p. 1579*
r€
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County, West VirG-inia, bitu.fdnous repion reads -
"Said eiiiploye convenants and errees that when-
ever iiis relations as an employee of soi d coiripani'-
shall cease, eitner by his voluntary termation
tnereof, or by reason of Ms discharge tnere-
froiu, either for cause or witnout csuse, or such
relations shall cease froiii any oti^er cause, tne
rigiit L'f x.ij-iself and ms fa^ailies to use and
occupy said ^jreuiises shall ceu^se ana that he
and his fanaly will fortnwitn witi^out laalice
1
or demand of tne coiapany re.iiove tnemselv es . "
Thus in the 'bituiuinous district
,
tne liiiner
has not only tne fear of unemployment, "but
also the fear of loss of home for his family
as well, un the whole, tne condition m the
antnracxte districts is mucix "better than that
of the bituirunous district.
1. The Report of the United States Coal
Commission. 1922. p. 1579»
Vc
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There are two classes of workers in t^e coal
iidnes. Tne miners who are paid by piecework, and ti^e
co'iipany ^en who sre paid by tx^e day. The following
table will give us a general idea of tne types of
wo rkmen.
Hours and e cp±liX 11^,0 Xii cite coal mines
Jobs year number average no . V erage no. average per
employed U J. i iU U i. 0 earning hour
VvCJ 1 Iv C U. J. 11 WU i. JV C U. per day
aT* r\ ^ \rp CX U.a j'
Pratt icemen 1922 136 12.7 Q-17.x £?o.21
1924 2b0 10.8 9.0 b.98 '77
K^8-g. ex 3 1922 190 8.4 5.53 .65
1924 027 8.4 S99 • 70
a?r miner 1922 402 12.2 Q.8 5.90 • 70
1924 745 XX . p 7 • J 0.20 .05
Door tender 1922 X ^ . ^ 8 7 5.12 .3b
1924 308 XX . p 8-7 5.bb .3«
Drivers 1922 539 XX . ^ U . 2.79 .58
1924 1054 11.4 8.2 3.13 .63
Engineers 1922 152 11.
b
8.2 4.78 .b4
1924 296 11.3 8.b 5.4b .b8
Laborers 1922 1.42D 13.9 8.5 5.29 .bO
1924 2.388 12.7 8.8 0.13 .6b
Machinists 1922 31 11.8 8.4 5.10 • 5>7
1924 52 11.1 b.6 5.08 .72
Mastfns 1922 51 14.0 8.6 5.85 .39
1924 104 13.5 o.o7 .69
Mo 1 0 rmen 1922 327 12.1 8.2 5.54 .72
1924 733 12.1 8.2 5.2b .70
Pumpmen 1922 310 12.8 9.5 5.12 .58
1924 724 11.4 9.4 5.90 .62
Timbermen 1922 180 11.2 9.1 .60
1924 350 15-9 9.0 5.38 .74
Tr^kman 1922 40 b 13.0
II
0.71 .59
1924 713 12.0 5.37 .75
1. Hours and Earnin'^'s in Antnracite and Eitu-junous
Mining, p. 7*
c
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The range of e^rnxngs per hour 1922 was
froui |.3o to '4*72, and in 1924- wes ^^.38 to ^.77. The
poorest paid workers are tx^e door tenders; and tnese
are usually youn/? "boys. The test paid men m 1924
were bratti ceiiien, tr&ckixien, tiuiber.iien, and aic-.chinist s
.
The 8verage nujiber of hours ti^e iianers work is from
eight to a little over nine hours. it seems tnat tne
tiinbermen have the highest average number of days work-
ed in one half a iiionth. This is due to the fact that
they have to contmuslly see to it that tne conditions
in tne mines are m good condition before tne workers
go on their work, it seems thpt tne number of workers
in each job has doubled between 192'J and 1924. The
greatest number of workers are found under drivers and
laborers. This is as it snould be because the excavating
of the coal and carrying it out is tne most importpnt
work of the industry.
The coiruiission of 1922 reported tnst four-fiftns
of tne contract .laners worked less than 2o0 days and
that two-fiftns of them worked less than I90 days.
Under the average rate of 1925, these men would be
able to earn under $lo50 per year. The nighest skill-
ed of all tne anthracite aane workers averaged 248 days
per year earning ^^TOQ which does not m any way com-
1. Lewis, John, L., The AntliXacite Controversy.
P.l3«
(^1
pensote for tue risk of the responsibilities
of their work.
The taljle on page forty-six shows
the great nu^iber of men employed ±n the coel
iiiines of tne United States. The men m the
mines ere not paid "by tne week, "but by tne
iialf month. I was surprised to find that
the average number of days the ..aners are
employed is higher than the iiupression i had
from my interview with tne representatives
of tne United States Bureau of ^.anes. Eut
I suppose the miners work every day during tne
busy seasons and then work only a few days
int erested
during the slack seasons. 1 was m
finding out that tne naners were not willing to
work very hard during tiie busy seasons even
i s
tiJA^ugh tiiey needed tne money. This due to the
fact that they are trying to make the
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^-70 rk Is St.
The condition of tne dark laine^ wnere tiie
iiiinert cannot be continually wetcned at tneir work,
inekes it possible for the iuiners to rro home unseen at
any time of tx.e day. one of the foremen nad spies
placed at different points otner than the rep-ular
entrance to find out who went home end when they went
1
ifiome. The spies found thrjt "by noon tnere was hf-rdly
any one left m tne mine other than tixe few conscienci-
ous workers. oi^eating is a big problem in the m^-nes.
Eacii miner works by himself m tne different sections
of the /fiine. lio two men can work togetner m one
section because they are paid by piecework. Tne men
are very proud of their own possession, they know that
no one will dare to touch txxeir section. The foreman
does not have time witnin tx^e day to go ana inspect tne
work ijf tixe miners because he nas to walk for xiales
before he reaches tne working places of tne miners.
Ke is expected, nowever, to see tne work at least
once a. week.' Therefore he has to rely on wxiat the
miner says about his work. There is a great deal of
"dead work" (when part of tne roof falls down the miner
tne iiiiner has to clear it before ne continues with his
1. (^-oodrich, Carter, The x:xiners' Freedom. p. 45
.

work, or he hss to put up tiiabers to prevent the roof
fro^ coiiiing do^vn wixile he is working. All triis takes
t iiiie and does not siiow. } - >:£ lone and tne foreiaan
tries to coiiipensate tne workers by tryinp- to estimate
how iuuch tj.e "dead work" is wortn, 'Vhen a hal'd work-
ing: honest ^Uan finds thet tne otner men are tellinp
lies and r-re g-ettmsr iiigher wages,, ne is tempted to
Cheat also. Wnen the employer finds this out, ne gets
tixe attitude that iiiost of tiie workers c^re Isziy, good-
for-nothings who are m erely looking for a chrnce to "do"
him. The New York Times of Kov erember 2u,1919 asserts
that only twenty-five per cent of ti^e iianers work stead-
ily during the raining season. "Every time there was
an increase m wages since I9I6 there was a aecre&se
of efiiciency of the miners and an increased voluntary
idleness on tueir part."
The men who work in the .nines are paid well
when they xvork, "but there are iiiany factors wxiich pre-
vent them from working steadily. It takes a nuner
twenty minutes to fill a car witn coal. Usually therei-;
are not enough cars to supply tne uaners just when tuey
need tneiu. They often have to wait several hours ±n the
dark, damp, unpleasajit aiines before another car is
brought to tnem. And tx^en again, some of the seamis of
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jcoal are full of slate and stones; tne lainer wastes a
greot deal of time separating the coal from its impuri-
ties. Somet lilies tjie mine is flooded vaii.
water ; the iianers have to reiiialn idle until it is all
cleared sway. They must always test the air for poi-
sonous gases, snd get the fore.iian to nave it cleared.
Then there is the difficulty of finding tne foreman
when sometiiing goes wron?-. The aiiner has to wait until
noon or the next morning to find the foreman in his
office during Jrii s office nours. Moreover, it takes a
long time for the miners to reach their working quarters.
1
Sometimes they walk several uiiles before they reach it.
The labor troubles. - Tx^e ..uners about 1^0 2 were
dissatisfied with their working conditions. Tne opera-
tors, on tne other hand, were using tneir old plan of
playing tne three dj.stricts of tiie anthracite United
Mine Workers of America off against each otner to pre-
vent them from forming a strong union. Finally tne
strike came, and conditions m the country v/ere becoming
bad that President Roosevelt forced both sides to agree
to arbitration. The workers gained an increase m
wages, shortening of tne ten iiour day to a nine hour
day. Machinery for ti^e adjustment of grievances was
1. The Four Houj Day in Labor, Arciibald. p. 5.
-^Cv^COL OF EDUCATION
r,c>STON UNIVERSITV,
r
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provided, and tne union was favoraL^y reported so twrt
by 1909 the United i^ine 'Workers of America -.vas completely
recognized m the antxi-racite fields.
In 1920, tne United i^ne vYorkers of Aiuerica went
on another strike and asked for sixty-five per cent
wa«-e raise but p.ot only seventeen per cent raise, in
1922, after striking for five iiionths, the workers won
nothing a.ltnough tney asked for a twenty per cent in-
crease in wages. Soine of ti^e reasons why tney went
on a strike in 1922 were on"account of failure to pay
dues, discharge of workers, refusal of company to
aiscii-rge certain workers, wage rates, disputes be -
".veen workers, tiiae payment, nour of beginning v/ork,
request for eignt nour day, overt i.ue, refusal 01 coiu-
pany to meet general grievance coiu..J.tt ee, lui sunderst and-
1
mg about compensation." in 1923 the union went on
another strike for several weeks, and were able to get
ten per cent increase. Durxng tnese periods the operators
were able to sell all tne coal they had botn domestic
sizes and tne smaller sizes. The/ even sold tneir Saial-
lest sizes of coal and cleaned up their culm duiaps.
When the men came back to work, tne operators gave tx^em
the ten per cent wage raise, but si^ifted tnis adaed
cost on to tne consumers.
1. Report of tne United States Coal Comiiii ssion . p.lOi;

^Vhat the Union wants* - The union, today,
wants coiuplete r9cop:nition, and has it in tne
1
anthracite fields of Pennsylvania. Through tnis
recognition, it hopes to gfin for its jueiubers better
wages, steadier eiuployinent , better workino- conditions,
and an opportunity for a ijigher standard of lovixig.
Tiie union feels that, if the workinf? day and week
are shortened, laore .timers 'vVill be able to work,
anid work over a lon^rer period of tiiue.
Plow peace may be assured .- The United
States Coal Coiiuuissi on of 1922 recoi-i»nended tnat
there be better cooperrrtion between the operators
and tne unions.. Eacn should try to see tixe otners
point of view. Tne settlmt^ of disputes snould be
justly and quickly carried out. The Couiuii ssion
r ecoiiiiuended that:
"1. A continuing umpire or an assistant
to him shall sit with the conciliation board at all
its meetings.
2. The operators shall elect for each
of their three members of tne conciliation board
an alternate wxio Si^uld be a man ,f like standing
in the industry and lyho snould have authority to
act m tne absence of the member.
r
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3. The operators shall ap^;oint a full-
time representative witix adquate sssistants, who
jointly witix the district offxcers of tue union
shall consider at tiie xiiine each case which is to
be appealed to tr^e conciliation board, so that
one Uiors possibility .aay be offered for loc8l
settle.aent by lautual consent, and so thnt tne cases
before tne board, may have thorough and unified
presentation from ti.e operators' side. Upon him
will be placed tne responsibxlx-ty of developing
auiong the mine companies and tneir executives,
especially mine superintendents and fore.nen,
a sound and sonsistent appro acii to tne labor
problems.
4. The parties tu tne agreejuent snail
provide for a cumaiittee to work out a restatement of
wnole agreement in terms thut tne two parties '.ould
agree to abide by today. Such a statement would
be in the mature of s code for tiie antnracite
industry.
5. If the facts j-n tns case are not
clearly and definitely presented to tiie board of
conciliation, it snail be tne duty of tne board to
€
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oppomt one or ;uore exsaiuners j..;iiaediat ely to
invest! ;'?8t e and furndsii it witii sucn facts.
6. A case submitted to t..e board snail
be decided or referred to ti.e umpire witixin
thirty days or snail be continued by joint agre-iment
of ti.e parties to the case.
7. The2ee shall be included suitable
clauses for penalties xn case of violation, the
general nature of these penalties to be v/orked
out by tne parties to ti^e agre.? mentand states
in tiiB agreement.
8. Tne next agre -ment snail provide for
a joint cominission to inaugurate a careful study
of tne elements of the job in the anthracite
industry, for tne purpose of building up a
scientific a-nd more equitable basis for rate
making. Too i^ucii is said and too little known about
a 'day's work' for a miner. It varies witii tx^e
physiology and mental attitude of tixe worker,
with his rate of speed, and his skill, witn
geology, and witn skill m management. over-
work is always a possibility, '^hen a miner has
set his owm limits to ms 'day's work', hi is
unavoidably mfluenceu by his ideas of a satisfactory
(c
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level of income, and by lus fears of tne adverse
effects tnat may result from records of high earn-
ing-s. ]^ot a little restriction of output arises
under such circumstances. Its only cure is such
an analysis of tne elements of tne job as has
just been recounaentied.
9» It is reasonable to estimate thj^t
the sense of unfairness amonp- the relatively few
men working 10 to 12 xiours per day, or hereabouts,
keeps up irritations wnicn cost more than whatever
the saving, if any, f iv m the longer hours may be.
7'e therefore recommend tnat- provision siriall be
made m tiie next agreement for tne elimination of
the lonr day.
10. In our judgment tne right of di fl-
ing
charge and discipline snould rest witn tne operator
subject to appeal anu prompt review by tne con-
ciliation board in case tna discipline is alleged
to have been unreasonable or unjust, obviously
botii parties must be coimiiitted to abide faitnfully
1
by tne results of the review."
Comiiii ssion
The also suggests that uasleading
propaganda should not be published by any party
during tiie periods of ne/T-ot lat ion.
1. Report of tne U. S. Coal Com. L922. pp. 13 2-13 o.
rc
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The r 68 son for wiixch laen may be dis-
cJriarged froui work m tue industry snould be
specified by written bulletins. Tnese Siiould be
posted where tne workers -ull be able to see ti.em.
The union Siiould use its power wisely
8nd constructively, cooperating' witn ti^e operators
to secure the best conditi^^ns possible for its
iuembers. Petty and unnecess^^ry strikes snould be
ccndejiined. The operators, on tne otner hand,
should also act wisely and justly witn tneir
eiiiplo3'"es. They snould not try to exploit tnem.
They snould try to study the psychology of tne
workers and lae their demands on an mtellipent,
scientific besis, even tiiourrn t^^ey cannot nave a
sympatnetic interest in tnem. The use uf fear end
coersion snould be abandoned anu instead cooperation
and good-will snould be fostered xn the industry.
Trends of the Industry
The modern trend xn ti^e coal industry
is to use more efficient and econoiiiical ways of
mining. The use of electrical maclanery increases
^ the production, lowera the cost of pro auction, ajnd
i
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decreases the nuiuber of accidents in tue:- i^dnes. It
is the policy of th antnracite operc^^tors to get tne
joost efficient 'kind of breakers in order to produce
the best possible grade of corl. The sjithracite
operators want to keep tneir former -uarket in spite
of the new competitors*
The Heating and Ventilating xiagazine
of January, 1929, P»57» contains tne article:
"The future of anthracite is a matter of coneem •
e
Until 1924, for 100 years ther^ was a steady growth*
The strike of tn.-^t year was a stagc-ering blow to
the industry, and its inherent strength is indicated
by tne extent of tne recovery it has uiade. prior to
1924 there was little coiapeti t ion ; where anthracite
was a.vaible it was the household fuel. Tne com-
petition within the anthracite consuming terri .tory
too< root m 1924, and which has found nourisiiment
in a quite general public disaffection was certain
to eventuate. Tne lack of suitable solid fuels
west of tne Alleghenies must s. oner or 1:- ter nave
made ti^e introduction of liquid and gaseous fuels
inevitable. Approxi.aat ely 200 years' supply of
anthracite is still jvailabe at the present rate
of consurnxot ion. "
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Tiie Coal Age of kay, 1929 i'^ss the statement "Sriip-
luents of the anthracite during luarch, 1929, as
reported to the Antnracite Bureau of Information,
Philadelphia, Pa», aiaounts to 3,t)i^S»<^91 gross tons.
IS
This^a decrease as compered \vi thsnipment s during tne
same month last year, of ip40,791 tons, and falls Siiort
when compared witn tne preceding iiiontn of February,
1
this year, 1,539,50^ tons." The following table snows
the FhiTTient of the different of the different
anthracite companies for the month of March 1929
and 1928.
March, 1929 karch, I928
Reading Company 676,295 777,^5^
Lehigh Valley 563^041 611,373
C^^^^^i^^e^-jJVsey 3o8.049 i)07,543
Delaware and Lacka-
wanna & "/estern 489,840 a^1,A^7
Pennsylvania 345,147 448,581
Erie 37^^.1o5 373.427
New York, Ontario
& Western 82,802 122,059
Lehigh & New England 141,554 132,140
This tableshows a decided snort age in snipment of
anthracite coal Detv/een last year during the same
month.
1. Coal Age, May, 1929- p.312.
The ta. le is on tne seme page.
c
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our exports of antrirsci t e declined also.
"Exports of entiiracite coal declined from 3.598,000
long tons 1X1 192u to 2,9o9,000 tons xn 192? a decrease
of 17 per cent, in 1927 the total i.uports of aj:itiiraci t
e
and bituiuinous coal was 597*000 lone; tons, of tne
total iiaports, anthracite constituted l8 per cent
and bitu^iinous 82 per cent, uio st of tne bitu..iinous
caine from Canada and ..jost of tne anthracite csjiie
1
fro;fl Canada."
iiThe coal expott of tn United States is
relatively insignificant, because the cosl carrying
vessels can get no return cargoes. L'early all of it
EToes to Canada but small atnount are sent to Italy,
2
Mexico, Argentina, Erazil, Cuba, and West indies."
"Since 1923 the Doiiinion Fuel Eoard of
Canada has be working on a progra-ui of finding fuels
to replace United States anthracite for domestic
purposes and demonstrating the efficiency whicii such
fuels can be used. The Second progress Report
of tne Board, issued recently, stated that the imports
of ti.e United States antnracite into Ontario and
Q^uebec not only have been reduced from 4.75 i^illion
1. Comiiierce Year Book I928. Vol.1. p. 288
2. Sx^th, R., Industrial and Cominercial Geo^rraphy .
p. 413.
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tons in 1923 to 3-o7 ifiillion tone in 192? "but the
proportion of United States antnracite used in these
provinces flor doxaest ic purposes has fallen from
in 1923
87 per cent to ol per cent m 1926. Allserta coals
avai'Dle m Ontario, as yet only ^n experimental
quantities, have "been accepted "by uieny consuiiiers
as a. suitable fuel. The introduction xnto Canada
of British anthracite, and tne utlization of low
volatile sexai-bituyiinous coals for doaiestic heating
are new sources of supply, wixicn m 1927, Ontario and
wuebec, provided tne equivalent of 1, ^'00,000 tons of
American anthracite. Fuel oil used for ooiaest ic
purposes onl^'- in Ontario and i^uebec snow a total
ditribution of 28,000,000 gallons, which would
displace approximately 200,000 tons of coal.
Manufactured gas is another fuel whi on is being used
in increasing amounts for liouse-heat ing m Canada.
During 1927 Ontario and .uebec report ea a total
of 10,2ip0,000 thousand cubic feet of Jianufactured
;?as used for domestic purposes, a quantity sufficient to
1
displace about 20^,000 tOns of coal."
This Siio-vs that in the future we siisll
lose the Canadian trade.
1. The Heat in?: and Ventilating ii.aff-azine, April, 1929.
pp. 78-79.
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The United States Coal Coimaissi on writes
that certain citizens in seekm^^ a rexuedy for
la'oor troubles advocate the nationalization ot uiines,
the result of wixicn they believe -.vould lead autoiiiat icaliy
to placing the full power ol' tne Gov ern:iiJBnt behind tneir
1
operations. In tne anthracite industry this is not
necessary, becaa"se the unions are very strong, i^ore-
over the operators of ti^e antriracite districts are
more prosperous txian tne operators of the bituminous
reg ions*
There is a tre..iendous increase in the use
of oil and gas neaters, but the iiirjority of tne
people of tne United States still continue to use
2
coaJ- because of its comparative cnea.pness. Tne pric®
of coal are higher today thajri what tney irsed to be.
Kr. John A. ^JThitt eriio re of the Boston Wni ttCiiiore coal
Company says the reason tne price of coal is high
to day 16 due to the higner wages tnr. miners are
getting today, and also due to the high freight rates.
He thinks tne prices of coal will remain nigh m tne
future unless tne prices of gas and oil are decreased
to sucxi extent that the industry will be injured. But
on the whole the prices oi coal cannot be decreased
l»Report of tne United States Coal Coim.assion 1929
p. 1379-13BO
2. Lewis, J. L., Tne /anthracite Controversy. p.25»
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How to
cTVleet Oil Competition
In considering the subject, How to meet oil com-
petition, we must take into consideration that there
are many different conditions to be met in each
locaHty and that it is very difficult, if not impos-
sible, to outline any one specific method of treat-
ment which will infallibly meet all of these
conditions. The subject should be treated in gen-
eral followed by specific examples of winning
points.
The problem is perhaps best considered as a
selling proposition. Let us look on it from that
angle.
Ordinarily there are three important factors to
be considered in selling: First—Analysis of the
proposition; Second—The presentation; Third
—
Service back of the sale.
In the analysis of our proposition, it is of prime
importance that our recommendations be based on
comprehensive knowledge of the competition to
be met. Competition which the retail coal man
had to face in the past was only the competition
he met from his fellow-retail dealer and the retail
coal industry was built up to its present proportion
with only that competitive problem to be met.
In recent years, however, oil has entered into
the field and conditions have changed greatly,
necessitating radical changes in methods of mer-
chandising which must be adopted by the retail
dealer.
THE APPEAL
TO CONVENIENCE
The strongest factor in the propagation of oil
burning has been the thorough application of
fundamental knowledge in the selling methods of
the oil burning salesmen. Knowledge of the
product, and the equipment necessary to burn it,
has lent force and weight to their arguments.
The selling arguments used by oil burning equip-
ment salesmen have been very thoroughly prepared
to meet what the consumer feels is a growing
necessity for relief from inconvenience. Practi-
cally all oil burner advertising and sales talks used
are based on this psychology. All are aiming at
the same thing, namely, a great appeal, to the love
of ease and convenience characteristic of the Ameri-
can public.
Until quite recently, all of the engineering talent
and concentrated sales energy in oil equipment
sales organizations has been utilized in the retail
coal dealers' territory without any real concen-
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trated effort on the part of the coal man to prevent
inroads on his tonnage. If the coal man had
adopted selling methods which were open to him
and had established close relations with his cus-
tomer, it is highly probable that he would be
aware of what was going on and would be given
the chance to prove his case, and show the other
side of the picture and the possibility of attend-
ing hazards, lack of safety, inconvenience and ex-
pensive operation, which would indicate to the
customer that instead of his troubles all being
cured, they would just about be started when he
began to burn oil.
WHAT THE RETAIL
COAL MAN SHOULD DO
Now let us deal with the problem, with the
question in mind as to what the retail man must do
if he is going to successfully compete in such a
specialized field. It may seem to some dealers that
in view of the natural resources of petroleum, that
fuel for an oil burner will soon be so scarce as to
be almost unobtainable, yet it does not seem to
be the wise procedure for the retail dealer to sit
back and lose sales, on which a legitimate profit
can be made, over the period of years that must
necessarily elapse before fuel oil will economically
eliminate itself.
The dealer must meet fire with fire, and he will
have to employ the same weapons that are being
used against him, with the advantage that if he is
able to apply the same fundamental knowledge and
selling power, employed by the oil people, in pre-
senting the facts to his customers, the inherent
virtues of the product which the coal man is
handling will swing the balance of power far in
his favor. With this knowledge the whole truth
can be laid in front of the customer and no perver-
sion or misconstruction of facts need be used in the
proof that coal is by far the most advantageous
and economical fuel. The coal man will be able to
expose many little tricks, and many disadvantages
of oil which have been cleverly covered up in the
sales talk, the concealment of which may have
effected the sale of an oil burner, regardless of
what the ultimate benefit to the consumer might
have been.
Many times in the past had the facts been ex-
posed at the time the prospect was considering the
purchase of oil burning equipment, such exposure
would have resulted in the prospect remaining a
consumer of coal. For instance, the coal man
would have been able to show that not 100 or 125
gallons of oil equaled one ton of coal, but that it
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more generally averaged 170 gallons or more
equal to a net ton of coal.
Practically all of the modern day heating appli-
ances are designed to burn coal and not oil. Oil,
if burned efficiently, must have ' great furnace
volume so that it can be burned in suspension, and
also the furnace temperature must be considerably
higher than generally found possible to attain in
domestic heating appliances. Both of these char-
acteristics being lacking, the oil will form carbon
and smoke, which condition is overcome by the
introduction of excess air. This air adjustment is
made at the time of installation, and further tends
towards inefificiency, as this air must be carried
through the boiler passages at great velocity and is
sent up the stack without having had time to give
off its heat to the boiler surfaces.
The above roughly covers the analysis of what
conditions are and what must be done to meet
them.
FIND OUT CAUSES
OF DISSATISFACTION
Now we come to the presentation. By this we
mean the presentation of all angles which must
necessarily carry the inducement to the consumer
to buy coal instead of oil. As hinted previously,
one of the reasons for the successful promotion of
the oil burner has been that the selling has always
been done in such a way that it has seemed to the
consumer to meet his need either from the side of
economy or convenience, or some such point which
the consumer has in his mind when he considers
the purchase of oil-burning equipment. It is best
to find out what seems to be troubling your customer
most, and from what particular angle you must ap-
proach the problem- in order to maintain the cus-
tomer's interest, or arouse his interest in the
product which you are selling.
It might be emphasized here, that it has been the
experience of the Anthracite Coal Service that in
practically every case with which our engineers
have come in contact there has been one specific
thing which has prejudiced the customer against
coal. The consumer has expected that an oil
burner will eliminate his difficulty, whatever it may
be, and if you are aware of his particular problem
and are able to enter the field and show him that
it can be solved, and a remedy applied, you will,
except in rare instances, be able to interest your
customer.
For instance, he may feel that heat is not evenly
distributed through the house, and you can show
him that it is possible to obtain just as even dis-
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tribution of heat when burning coal as can be ob-
tained when burning oil.
He may feel that he is going to get away from
ever having to. look after his furnace, due to the
stress laid on automatic operation of oil burners,
and you can show him that the same automatic
appliances for regulation can be used with coal as
with oil, and that these appliances have been avail-
able for coal for many years, but possibly have
never before been called to his attention.
He may feel his coal bills have been too high
and you can show him probably that mismanage-
ment of his furnace may be responsible for high
fuel bills, and that, in any event, oil will cost him
more than coal has cost, to the extent that he
could probably hire a furnace man and get away
from the work and still save money by continuing
to burn coal.
He may say that he cannot obtain sufficient
heat in the radiators in some particular part of the
house, and you can point out to him that the boiler
may not be large enough, or that the piping may
not be large enough to take care of that particular
radiation load. He may saj' the radiators are hot,
but the house not warm, in which case you can
point that there is not enough radiation installed,
and that he may be able to correct this by either
a larger radiator, or in some cases, storm windows,
to prevent too much infiltration of cold air.
These are just typical examples of what you may
expect in this kind of work.
EASIER TO STOP
THAN TO MAKE SALES
It should be borne in mind that you have an
advantage in that it is usually easier to stop a sale
than to make one, and you can readily convince
the customer that you are trying to save him from
spending the money represented in the cost of an
oil burner and still show him how he can obtain
all the advantages claimed for such equipment.
In most instances you will find that a customer
will hesitate about purchasing the oil burner on
this basis alone. One of the strongest points that
you can use to refute the claims made for an oil
burner as to economy, is to tell the customer to
try to get a written gliarantee from the oil burner
people that 100, 125, or even 175 gallons of oil will
equal a ton of coal on the basis of past perfor-
mance, or even a guarantee to the effect that the
annual fuel oil bill will not exceed the annual bill
for coal in past years.
6
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On the basis of cost, it is very difficult to say,
without carefully analyzing each instance, just what
the comparative cost of coal and oil may be, so
that we have to more or less generalize on this
subject, but in the July, 1926, issue of "ANTHRA-
CITE," published by the authority of the Anthra-
cite Operators' Conference, a very good typical
example was given, which can be repeated here.
This is based on prepared size of anthracite, figured
at $16 per net ton delivered, and furnace oil at an
average price of lO^c per gallon, used in the aver-
age 10-room residence. The price of this oil varies
anywhere from 10 to 14c per gallon, depending
upon locality. Other figures given are based upon
data given by the oil burner people themselves,
or have been found by experience to be a fair and
reasonable average in many installations of do-
mestic oil burners which have come to our at-
tention :
Cost of heating average lO-room residence with
COAL
12 tons of anthracite at $16 per ton $192.00
Furnace man, 7 months at $12 (including
ash removal) 84.00
No change in equipment
Total cost of heat for season with Coal $276.00
Cost of heating average 10-room residence with
OIL
2,040 gals. (equal to 12 tons of coal)at lO^c $214.00
Gas for pilot light and electric current 7
months at $8 per month 56.00
Interest on oil burning equipment costing
$1,050 at 6% (installed under present
boiler) 63.00
Depreciation on oil burning installation:
Tank and piping, $600 at 10% 60.00
Oil burner, $450 at 20% 90.00
Total cost of heat for season with oil $483.00
In this same connection it might be well to con-
sider the use of a magazine boiler as a further
weapon to use against the oil burner. This will
enable the consumer to use Buckwheat coal, and
for comparative purposes we will assume a price
of $8.00 per net ton for No. 1 Buckwheat—then
we will have the following:
12 tons Buckwheat for Domestic Use at $8.00 $96.00
Interest on cost of completely replacing
straight fired boiler with Magazine Boiler,
figured at $500 30.00
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Depreciation on cost of Magazine boiler
at 5% 25.00
*Interest and depreciation on cost of Ther-
mostat at $100 at 15% 15.00
$166.00
*If necessary, add cost of services of Furnace
Man for 7 months at $12.00 84.00
$250.00
*It should be noted that it is highly probable that
the services of the furnace man would not be re-
quired on account of the magazine feature and the
long firing periods, and in many instances, fairly
even heat can be obtained without necessarily using
thermostatic control and the figures shown would
be reduced accordingly.
The figure of $500 for a magazine boiler does not
take into account the resale value of the old boiler,
which can be estimated at anywhere from $25
to $40.
In the case of an apartment house burning ap-
proximately 100 tons of coal per annum, the fol-
lowing figures will show the saving accruing from
the use of anthracite coal instead of oil.
HEATING COST WITH OIL IN AN APART-
MENT HOUSE USING THE EQUIVALENT
OF 100 TONS OF COAL
Depreciation on Oil Burner cost-
ing $1,500 at 20% $300.00 per annum
Interest on Investment at 6% 90.00 " "
Gas and Power 80.00 " "
17,000 gals, of oil at 8j4c per gal. 1,445.00 " "
$1,915.00
HEATING COST WITH COAL IN AN
APARTMENT HOUSE USING 100 TONS OF
COAL
100 tons of No. 1 Buckwheat at
$6.50 net ton $650.00
Annual cost of heating with coal 650.00
Annual saving in favor of coal $1,265.00
In some cases, in apartment houses or similar
buildings, it may be necessary to change the equip-
ment somewhat. In this case, interest and depre-
ciation on the necessary investment can be added
to the coal cost, but in a proposition of this 100-ton
class, it is doubtful if the investment necessary to
make the changes enabling No. 1 Buckwheat to be
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used would exceed $500, and interest and depre-
ciation can be figured at 6% and 5%, respectively,
or in the above figures, the charge against coal
could be increased by $55, which is negligible.
THE QUESTION
OF SAFETY
The question of safety may be one which can be
used as an argument against an oil burner. Expe-
rience has shown that there is an ever-present dan-
ger with an oil burner. For instance, in the City
of New York, authorities feel that the fire hazard
is serious enough to warrant fuel oil rules adopted
by the Board of Standards and Appeals, which pro-
vide that no fuel oil burning plant shall be operated
unless in charge of a person holding a certificate of
qualification from the Police Commissioner. This
is rule No. 15, and applies to the use of heavy oil,
but is also brought into force applying to the
lighter oil, such as furnace oil, in Rule No. 33,
which reads as follows:
"Grade B Fuel Oil, within the meaning of these rules,
shall be used for domestic heating in buildings occupied by
no more than two (2) families. If used in buildings occupied
by more than two families or in commercial plants, a Certifi-
cate of Qualification will be required as per Rule 15. And for
buildings occupied by more than two families or in commercial
plants, the room or rooms in which the oil conveying piping
and equipment is installed shall be cut off from the rest of the
building by fireproof partitions, ceilings and floors constructed
of not less than eight (8) inches for brick, not less than six (6)
inches for stone or cinder concrete, or hollow blocks of terra-
cotta, concrete or gypsum, and not less than four (4) inches
for stone or cinder concrete if properly reinforced with steel,
and such rooms shall have direct entrance from the street only,
and shall be adequately ventilated direct to the outer air."
One of the Burner Manufacturers in an advertis-
ing campaign issued the slogan, "NO SHOVEL
WAS EVER DESIGNED TO FIT A
WOMAN'S HAND." It is evident from the
analysis of cost of using oil instead of coal that it
is not necessary for the lady of the house to handle
the shovel. The oil burner advertisement said
nothing of the element of risk of the fuel oil burn-
ing plant not in charge of a person holding a cer-
tificate of qualification, and is it not better that
there be a safeguard not only for the woman but
for the child in the home, especially when a fur-
nace man can be hired, and the cost still held within
reason when burning coal as compared to the ex-
cessive cost of oil. This safety situation is very
well covered in a little booklet published by the
National Retail Dealers' Association, entitled "The
Chronology of Oil."
One of the outstanding features to be noticed in
the rivalry between oil burner companies is the fact
that one company will claim that its burner has no
pumps, another company will claim that pumping
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oil and burning it under pressure is the only way
to burn oil, and other contradictory statements are
advanced ad infinitum, showing the lack of stand-
ardization back of the oil burner and demonstrating
conclusively that in all probability the oil burner is
a questionable piece of mechanism because if one
claim is right the other must be wrong, and it still
remains to be proven which is right, if any.
THE QUESTION
OF SERVICE
Now comes the proposition of service. One of
the strong claims made by oil burner people and
one which has been very instrumental in success-
fully making sales for them has been the strong
appeal to the consumer, the plea of service. All of
the oil burner people advertise service which is
constantly available to the user of that particular
oil burner. The customer more often than not
overlooks the fact that this service only applies to
the burner mechanism. Also, not being technically
trained, he may overlook the disadvantages preva-
lent in a piece of equipment which needs 24 hours
service. Furthermore, he does not realize that
this service does no more to solve his problems
than the service which has been available to him
from other directions.
He does not compare the service of the fuel
problem in burning oil to the service he has pre-
viously obtained from his retail coal dealer. Facing
the facts, it is possible that in the past, service
from the coal dealer has not been available in many
instances and the consumer may have a complaint
on this score. This may not apply to anybody
present, but we have many times received com-
plaints from consumers that they have not been
accorded fair consideration of the troubles which
they have experienced and for which they blame
the coal dealer.
Many times we have investigated and have
found that coal not suitable to the needs of the
particular installation had been delivered. Other
times we found that the fault was clearly with the
equipment. We all know that many times, claims
and disputes made by consumers are not made on
a fair and equitable basis, but we also know that
there are many diplomatic ways in which such
claims and disputes can be handled and in which
the facts of the case can be presented to the con-
sumer and he can be made to realize that after
all the coal man does have his interest at heart and
is trying to render a real heating valije to him for
his money.
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Study the problem—endeavor to present the
facts in the case to the customer in a way that
appeals to him from his own point of view—show
him where he is to be benefited by taking certain
steps which you will outline for him in making
changes in his boiler or heating plant. Try to study
the problems of coal vs. oil in such a way that you
are thoroughly acquainted with the facts and then
do the best that you can to present arguments in
favor of coal in a convincing manner and impress
upon the consumer that you will be available with
an equitable service if needed.
THE NEW
BUILDING FIELD
One of the possible sources of future business
which has been more or less overlooked by the
coal dealer, is the new building field. The oil
burning interests have concentrated their efforts in
this direction and the minute they find that plans
for a building are in progress, they immediately
endeavor to have oil burning equipment specified
by the consulting engineer, architect and owner,
and at the present time this is where the oil burner
salesmen probably do most damage to the coal
trade. It does not take a genius to sell oil burning
equipment, neither does it take a genius to combat
the sale of such equipment, and it is our recommen-
dation that coal dealers should step right in and
push the sale of their product in this field which
has been found most prolific by oil men.
The question of fuel for a new building is often
settled a year before the fuel is actually required
and we cannot too strongly impress on dealers the
absolute necessity of their representation when the
choice of fuel for a new building is to be made, as
in the past many oil burning installations have
been put in new buildings without any considera-
tion having been given to the coal man. If you
have been successful in having coal specified for a
new building, keep in touch with the authorities on
this building, as the oil burner salesmen will con-
tinually endeavor to have the specifications
changed.
As a further aid to you, if you are losing a cus-
tomer, we would suggest, if after you have han-
dled the case yourself and feel that you have not
been successful and you are in a territory in which
the engineers of the Anthracite Coal Service are
available, that you then make an appointment with
the customer to meet one of our engineers in the
capacity of a consulting expert. This will save our
engineer a great deal of time, because the stage is
set for the application of his knowledge and the
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customer will rightfully look upon our engineer,
a man trained in solving such problems, as one by
whom he should be guided. We have found this
to be a very successful procedure. In many cases
that we have handled, having the ground work
laid in this way, and the coal dealer or his repre-
sentative being present with our engineer, the
customer has even conceded the point to the extent
of placing his order for coal right on the spot.
We believe you will all agree that there is noth-
ing more satisfying than that, or more conclusive
of success in holding our business.
Working along the lines indicated, keeping
posted, and never assuming that "everything is all
right," there is no doubt about our ability to meet
and overcome oil competition.
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much because the cost of uiining is increasing as
1
mining is done at de .vper levels.
kr. Jo iin A» '.Thittemore said, "It is ratner
hard to say whether the competition of gas and oil
heaters will hurt the anthracite coal industry in the
future or not. The homes that used to have anthracite
coal filteen or twenty years ago are now using gas
or oil heaters. Eut the population nas increased
since then, and nas provided new markets for the
anthracite industry. The conservation of oil
movement Dy the United States Government will in the
future discour-rge tne use of oil for heating
purposes." u.r, Joim .A. \Vhi 1 1 e^iio r e speaks
optimistically atout the future of the anthracite
industry. He does not trj.nk it will be better than
its present condition, but he feels that the gas
and oil heaters will not nurt it iuuch in the future.
He said tnat the new furnaces are making a market
for small sizes of coal and thus saving for tne
industry the loss from small coal.
1. L^r. Joiin A. ^Vhittemore of the John A. Tiiit teiiiorc
Sons' Coal Company of Poston, kass.
r
HOW ABOUT NEXT WINTER'S COAL?
. NORTH ANDOVER COAL COMPANY
1855 Seventy Years' a Coal Yard 1929
English and Scotch coal have entered our American markets and the
demand for these coals has forced us to take them in stock. "We believe in
American products for Americans", but we are obliged to give people what
they demand, no matter what our personal opinions may be.
We carry Welsh Anthracite known as Pilgrim coal and the much ad-
vertised Beacon coal which is Scotch Anthracite. There is no dealer that has
the exclusive agency for these coals, they can be purchased by any one in
the open market. (Beacon coal excepted)
We also carry a full line of American Anthracite among which is the
Lackawanna, Philadelphia & Reading, Susquehanna, Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre,
genuine Franklin coal, all free burning coals. Hazleton and Lehigh coals
which are a harder coal. Ambricoal Briquettes which are made from Frank-
lin coal.
Best grades of New River Bituminous coal. Kindling wood (block ends)
New England Coke (Otto) stove and nut sizes, all of which we sell at the
lowest living prices for honest weight.
At the present price of Coke $13.50 per ton (2000 lbs.) or Chaldron
^11.70 (1600 lbs.) you pay at the rate of $14.50 per ton buying by the Chal-
dron. We sell it both ways. Suit yourself.
Try Our Coal Club. Call and get a Coal Card and pay for your coal so much each
week and get your winter's coal at summer prices.
Call And We Will Explain All About These Different Kinds of Fuels.
Give Us a Ring. Phone Lawrence 25360.
^ We deliver in North Andover, Andover, Lawrence, West Boxford, Ward Hill and Methuen.
Quick service and guaranteed highest quality of coal.
Others may offer you a cut price but be sure they do not cut the weight to correspond.
NORTH ANDOVER COAL COMPANY.
CALL AND GET PRICES BEFORE BUYING.
m
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Aside from tne corrtpetition outoide of tne coal
industry, there is the competition within, caused by
the imported anthracite. Agreat deal of this comes
from Scotland, Wales, and Russia, i.iost of the im-
ported coal is used in New England between Portland,
3.
Maine and Providence, Rhode Island, i.at>or in Europe
is so much cheaper than i.n America tha t the New Eng-
land coal dealers are able to import foreign anthra-
cite coal at less cost md sell it at a higher price
than they do the Pennsylvania anthracite. To be
sure we do not import as much Russian anthracite as
Scotch and Welsh although its coal is supposed to be
2
the best. The degradation in transportation of coal
from Scotland to Boston is twenty- five percent while
that 01 the anthracite coal from Pennsylvania is
3
eight per cent. The Glendale Company el emi nates
the expense of screening and at the same time saves
on their larger sizes by advertizing that "You will
find a small percentage of smaller sized coal in your
Hi -Heat Antiiracite, a.nd there will be some breaJcagc
due to handling and delivery, but these smaller sizes
are purposely left in this coal, as experience
proves that the small coal mixed with larger coal
1. Burton & Furber Coal Co. Boston, ^ss.
2. Boston Coal Exchajnge. (W. . Clarke).
3. Ibid.

96% PURE
Contains one barrel of ash instead
of three barrels in ordinary
anthracite, and gives
'/3 MORE HEAT
NO CLINKERS
SAVES YOU $2.00 per ton
with
MINIMUM LABOR
pay for i/aLo?5fng'?f?^rnS.be? lY^Zf^Vtl 'I ''^'^ ^ ^^--^of heat is expressed in British tL^Li -^^^^ contains. The amount
anthracite coal contains U 300 Bri?TJi (B. T. U's.). The averageCOAL contains an average of'l4?8oS BrUiIh'?SeL^'\' ^^^^Pe^ pound. HI-HEATaverage anthracite coal has about si^ Wrp^^ ^^? i^^^ "^'^^ P°^<^- Thehas about one and one-half barrels of ashes^^S " ^I-HEAT COAL
18 worth much more but costs Jnly a li?t?rm??J ^^""^ ^^'^ ^^"^^^^
r
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help to check tne draft, and therefore will make a
liiore satisfactory fire with inore economical results.
The smaller sizes do not m any m-.y lessen the heating
1
value of this fuel." The iji$)orted coal comes mostly
in British and Norwegian bottoms wMch return with
2
yellow pine and grain from Southern ports. Henry Pord
is trying toliuild enough American siiips to take care
of our own transportation. At present the Glendale
Coal Company imports most of its coal froxa Scotland
3
and Wales in American bottoms. The saying that all
rail coal is cleaner coal is not true in as much as
the coal that comes in siiips must be clean to meet the
keen competition. The freight rate from Scotland
to Boston is tiiree dollars a.na ninty cents per ton
the
as compared with^rate from Pennsylvania to Boston
of four dollars and twenty-eight cents per ton.
The trade name of tne Scotch coal sold by the Glendale
Conpany is Hi-Heat Coal wixile other companies usually
call it Beacon coal. TMs coal is softer and bulkier
5than our native anthracite. As it burns freely v/ith
intense heat, it needs frequent attention. It is ex**
1. Glendale Coal Company - pa^npraet on Hi-Heat Coal.
2. Burton & Furber Coal Co.iipany. Boston, Liass.
3. Glendale Coal Company. Boston, ^ass.
4. Metropolitan Coal Company . Forest Mils, Mass.
5. Boston Coal lixchange. Boston, kass. (W.A. Clarke).
cc
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cellent lor Daking purposes corresponding to onr
1
Franklin coal from the Schyulkill fields . It does
not clinker because its fusion point is much higher
than tnat of American coal and has consi ders oljr less
2
ash, the Russian coal heving the least axiount of all.
Because of tnese qualities, Beacon coal is sold for
fifty cents more than the American anthracite. On the
whole we do not iniport much coal in coi:5)8rison with
what we use, Of the ten million tons of anthracite
coa2 used in New England a year, only one half a
million tons is imported.
The r)ela^7are and Lackawana Coal Companies
sell Blue Coal. This anthracite coal is not "blue when
iriined but has some kind of blu.eing sprayed over it
wiiLch does not enhance the quality of the coal.
3
The blue color serves merely as a trade-mark.
The method employed by tne coal dealers of
Boston to induce customers to buy their coal during
the slack season is to reduce tne prices fifty cents
per ton from :.iay 1 to Jufy 1. This plan attempts to
1. Boston Coal Exchange. (W.A. Clarke).
2. Ibid.
3. Ibid.
4. Burton & Furber, Metropolitan, Whittemore Coal
Coii5)anies of Boston.

1920
Spring Annonneement
Reduced Prices
on Anthracite Coal
METROPOUTAN COAL COMPANY
20 EXCHANGE PLACE, BOSTON
HUBbard 8800
Spring Prices
for Antliraeite Coal
May 1st, 1929
nPHE following Spring prices on orders of one
ton or more of Anthracite coal are effective
today for PROMPT DELTVKKY:
If paid
in
If paid If paid
60 days
•D
10 daya 30 days
Furnace $15.25 $14.75 $14.95
Egg 15.25 14.75 14.95
Stove 15.75 15.25 15.45
Nut 15.25 14.75 14.95
Pea 11.00 10.50 10.70
No. 1 Buckwheat
.
9.50 9.00 9.20
Imported Cobbles 16.00 15.50 15.70
Imported Stove . 16.00 15.50 15.70
Imported Nuts. . . 16.00 15.50 15.70
Franklin Stove . . . 17.25 16.75 16.95
Franklin Nut 15.75 13.25 15.45
Ovoids 13.25 12.75 12.95
If, prior to July 1, 1929, the general published re-
tail market prices of American Anthracite Coal in
Boston are lower thaa the prices indicated above,
we will make adjustments on any coal delivered up
to that date to correspond with them.
We carry all sizes of Coke.
Free Heater
Inspection Service
We are prepared to make free heater and range
inspection service upon application and will be very
glad, indeed, to do this when most convenient to our
customers.
Where extensive repairs are required, written
recommendations will be furnished for your infor-
mation and guidance.
Metropolitan Coal Company
20 Exchange Place,
Boston, Mass.
HUBbard
8800
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avoid the rush in the f aJ 1 and to provide uniform work
in the coal industry through-out the year. The New
England Coal and Coke Company reduces its prices a
dollar per ton. The lilctropoli tan Coiupany also gives
another reduction of fifty cents per ton for cash pay-
ment on delivery. In the past the Eurton aad Furter
Coal Company and some others made use of the Christmas
Club Idea. The customers paia so much a week until
the coal was all paid for. ^;ot until then was the coal
delivered. Two years ago the Federal Court declared
tiiis plan illegal as conducted by the companies^ cut
1
permitted them to be paid through banks. Many banks
2
out West are using tms plan.
We very seldom find advertisements of coal in
the daily newspapers and less frequently in magazines.
They are always to be found in large telephone books.
More effective means are radio programs given two or
three times a week, and the personal contact in house-
to-house canvassing. The Burton & Furber Coal Company
employes women and men v.lth pleasing voices to telephone
prospective custoiuers and persuaae them to trade with
the coiqpany. Personality together with good ma.terial
1. Boston Coal Exchange. (W. A. Clarke).
2. liletropolitan Coal Coiupany. Forest iiills, Mass.
c
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are the greatest factors in selling any product.
A serious coi.ij eti tion tnat the coal industry
will meet xn the future is that of coke. During the
war only poor grades of coke were available. The use
of these caused so inuch dissatisfaction that tne iiiass
1
of people are sceptical of its value as fuel. The Kew
England Coal and Coke Company has however finally suc-
ceeded in producing the most econoiuical, efficient, and
at the £ uie time cheap coke possible. There are two
kinds of coke ; coke that is the by-product in the
manufacture of gas, and coke as i^roduced by the company
mentioned above. The Boston Consolidate a gas Company
produces the first kind . It is light in weight, porous
in structure, and contains a very sixiall amount of the
desirable properties. It is sold in busnels because
of its lightness in weight. The bitu.iiinous coal chosen
for this is rich in gas. The New England Coal and Coke
Company'- chooses its coal from three biturjinous fields-
the Pocahontas which is rich in carbon, the Erotus
wMch is low in sulphur, and the L'ew River which is low
in ash- and iiaxes them equally. The coke produced is
hard and solidand of a close structure. It comes in
all sizes corresponding to those of coal. Tiiis
1. New England Coal & Coke Company. Boston, ^ass.
(A. J. White for all information on coke.)
r
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coke containB ninty-two per cent carbon, sii per cent
ash, one-lourth percent sulphur, and one and one-fourth
per cent other iuipuri ti es . It has aliriost 13,500 E.T.U.
per pound wiiile American antnracite irips twenty- two per
cent ash, and sixty-seven per cent carbon with 12,000
B.T.U* per pound. These figures snov; coke the superior
fuel. Its loost advantageous factor is that all of it
can. be utilized. The ashes, the only waste product,
are an oxide of iron which is an excellent fertilizer.
Previously coke w: s used iriostly in iuetal foundaries
as it contains so little sulphur that it does not luaHe
the :rietal brittle. At present , howev er, people are
coke
slowly becoiuing educatea to the Taluable properties of^
through radio talks and canvassing. The co.;pany tries
to satisfy its customers and guarantees satisfaction
or refunds the money*
There is one drawback to tne sale of coke and
that 18 that as the local coal dealers do not make much
profit on it, they are not interested m encouraging
people to ouy it. iir. A. J. \7iiite says that ti^e coke
industry is
,
nevertheless, advancing b^^ leaps and bounds.
It has now over ^ sev gntys-two thousand customers in Kew
England alone. In 1928 there was an increase of tMrty-
eight thousand new customers. The New England Goal and
cc
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Coke Qontpany sends out aien to cenvpss diflerent dis-
tricts and educate people on tne valuable, efficient,
and econoiiiical properties of coke,
Mr. A. J» \Vhite of the Uew England Coal and
Coke Coiipany believes that in tne future the coke
industry will increase so inuch that it will take
the liiarket away from the antiiracite industry. He
considers gas and oil too expensive fuels to be used
"by the inajority of the people, but he tMnks that the
majority of the people can afford to use coke, and will
learn to like it so ^Mcn that the demand will shift
froia tne antiiracite uiarket to the coke market. There
is a large supply of bituiiiinous coal available in tne
United States wirii ch can be used in xiiajiufacturi ng coke.
The only tmng, in the future, that can taJke the mar-
1
ket s.way from the coke industry is electricity if all
the water power of New England cpn be utilized to
proauce electricty cheaply, kr. A. J. White thinks
it will take a long time before tins can be accomplished.

71-
Suunriary
In this day of a"bun(ia.nt fuel, we find gas,
oil, electricity, and coal all used as fuel for heat-
ing. 'iTThile oil IB becoiiiing an liiiportant factor, tixe
greatest co^upetition lies within coal itself, the
iDituiuinous against the antnrscite. The quality of
antnracite coal for heating is unquest iona"bly
superior, yet it cannot coiapare with the cheapness
of bituminous. In Kew England and l\ew York axithrt^^ite
coal is coiiiiiion, but in the districts of the United
States where there is abundance of bituminous and
no anthracite coal, it is a luxury. Tni a is
1
especially true around Onio and ii^icnigan.
Coal caine originally from vegetable substance.
It took- ti^ousands or years to form the nardest kind
of coal. Tne best kind of anthracite coal is found
in the eastern part of Pennsylvania. United States
is fortuiiiate iii nav ing a large supply of antnracite
coal, but tms is considerably less than ti^e
amount of bituminuus coal.
1. Sxiiitn, R., Industrial and Co.uiuercial Geography,
p. 732.
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lu^ost of Boston's and nevr Yorks coal is brouffxit by
1
wat er
.
Tne United ivjLne Workers of Auierica is
mucJ:i stronger ^n tue antixrecxte districts than m
the bituiuinous districts. Mr. R. E. Hesse of the
Hudson Coal Company says txxe union is so stronp m
his district tnat ne cannot disjiiss a .uiner from
work without the perxiiission of tne union representa-
tive. But, on the other hand, the union is trying
to iiiake tiie miners faithfully carry out tneir
contracts with tne company. In tnis way there is
some cooperation "between the union and the operators.
The standard of living is improving in the
mining districts. Tne miners are getting better
wages, and they are working under better conditions.
The miners want s^^orter hours of work so that nore
men may be able to work, and work more days in the
year.
The .ao6ern trend in the coal industry
is to Uoe more efficient and economical ways of
mining, uur export to '--nada nas decreased some.
The Dominion Fuel Board plans to decrese it fu: *-.i-.er
.
1. Mr. Jo /in A. TnittCiUore of the Wld tteiiiore Sons'
Coal Company uf Boston.
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in tne procesL of uJ,nxnr, tne iiuners
encounter m^.ny dangers.T/iere are tiie hazaras of
felling of rocks, leakap-e of poisonous gases, uoal-
dust explosions, and floods. Ti^e Uniteu States
Bureau of iidines is tryinfr to eliiainate soiue of
tnese dangers cy introducing better ;.ietnous of
mining,
recent years, tne operators nave
ma.de iuining both eflxcient ana econoiaical to a
high extent. They nave "begun to use in ti.e .uines
sucn iQPcninery as the three Hundred-Feet Belt
Conveyor which carries the coal from the face to
the shaft. They are seeking better breaker to
supply tneir costuaiers -".vith the best kind of coal.
The smaller sizes of coal, wmch were forjuerly
waste products, are now to some extent sold
through tne use of new furnaces. Tne culm is
mixed witn a.spnalt, or sometimes corn starcn
forming a product called ambncoal or briquets.
Seven of tne larr:est coal cu^npanies of
Pennsylvania areeither owned or controlled by tne
ajatnracite railroads. Tney control 75 P®^ cent of
aJ.1 the antnracite luined. Transportation oy water
is much cheaper tnan transportation oy railroad.
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Tiiere is a treiaendous increase in the U8 of
oil and pss heaters, out kr. John A. I'.Qrii tt e.uore
reels that the use ol oil for neatinfT purposes m tixe
future will oe discouraged by ti^e conservation of oil
ruoveiiient cy ti.e povernuient . Gas is v-ry expensive
to use for heati np- purposes. On the wiiOle, ..jt. Joirin A.
Wiii tt e.iiore feels that the oil, and gas heaters will
not injure the antnracite mcustry in the future very
iiiuch.
The "better p-raaes of coal i-uporteci lro:u Scotland,
Wales and Russia are taJcing the market away frou our
Pennsylvania anthracite coal. This proolem is not very
Keen yet because ^of the ten .iillon tons of ajathracite
coa] used in Kew England a year, only one nslf a
uiljion tons (ire 1 nrport ea antiirvcite coal.
The Boston coal dealers try to sell ti^eir coal
during the slack season by reducing the prices of coaJ.»
Tney advertise their coal laostly througn radio progra^^s.
Some have solicitors ccmvass oifierent secti.,ns of tne
city. The Ghrist.fiaB Club Idea was used b„ soiae coal
coi^ipanies but was found unsatisfactory, i^oreuver the
Federal Court declared it illegal.
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The New Enp-land Coal and (Joke Coxiipany has
found tne .iiost econoiiacal, eflic^ent, and at tiie
same tiine Ciieap cake possible, it contc'ins ninty-
two per cent caroon, six per cent ash, one-fourth
per cent sulpiiur, ana one and one-iourtn per cent
otiipr iiiiiiuri i.i<33. There is hardly any waste to coke
ei^ren ti.e ashes can te used as lertilizer. The
coke incustry.-is advancin<^ "by le^ps and hounds.
LIr. A. J '.Vhite of ti^e Kev; England Coal and uoke
Company believes that the coke indusl^ty will m tne
future tske ti.e .ua.rket away from ti^e antnr'-cite
industry.
It is to i3e hoped tnat ±n tne f...ture, the
miners ajnd operators will cooi^erate m benefiting
the industry itself, tne nomes of the ..aners, and in
serving tne public with tne as yet unsurpassed fuel
for satisfaction and wide usage.
f
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